Dear Friends:

Many years ago the Reverend Moyer of Bracebridge, Ontario was a very active stamp collector and formulated a large collection. On his visits to Toronto, he always came in to see me, to talk and to buy stamps. Somewhere along the way his visits stopped, and I often wondered why. A few weeks ago the answer came, and it was indeed a sad story.

Apparently he was an ardent fisherman and one day several years ago was out by himself when a heavy storm blew up. No one knows exactly what happened, but he was drowned. The collection has been the property of the Society of St. John the Evangelist in Bracebridge. Recently when the decision was made to sell the collection, it was brought to Empire for appraisal. There was 55 albums and boxes in the lot with a particularly good collection of Canada and British Colonies. Actually another Toronto dealer was involved, but recommended us as the most likely buyer at a fair price.

Mr. Gordon Doolittle of Toronto celebrated his 80th birthday in August. He invited me over to his house to have a look at his stamps which he was considering selling due to poor eyesight. What a tremendous accumulation of about half a million stamps going back to the time he started collecting as a boy. In the lot is a 1906 Scotts Catalog that he bought new when he first started collecting. It is still in excellent condition. Canada is listed complete with only 99 major numbers. Total catalogue value used, was $143.07 plus $400.00 and $500.00 for two 12d. blacks. Mint was $427.64 plus $500.00 each for two 12d. blacks. The 1897 Jubilee set mint listed at $24.46 and the set his father gave him at the time is in the collection. Well so is everything else he collected all these years including mint, used, covers, blocks, plates, revenues, a fine collection of British Colonies and foreign in many albums. After some hours of looking, valuating, refreshments, and talk, I bought the lot. The next day he phoned up and said there were some Canadian stamps I hadn’t seen and perhaps he would start collecting again. He asked if I could spare one of the good slip-back binders that I had got in the collection? “Sure thing” I replied, and sent it off to him by mail. Imagine all over again at 80. I think this is just great and Mr. Gordon Doolittle, I wish you lots of fun and happiness with your new collection. Incidentally his father, Dr. Doolittle, is recorded as being the first person in Toronto to own a used motor car. There were no used car dealers in Toronto at the time, and so he went to a dealer in Hamilton and became a dedicated automobile fan for the rest of his life.

The late Mr. William Eddington was another old tyme collector saving and hoarding every stamp he could get hold of. I vauled the entire lot for the Executors of his Estate and later purchased it. Canada was the main holding, strong in plate blocks, a fine mint singles collection, covers and so on. Among the unusual items were over 80,000 of the 2c. Polar Bear, fine used. Apparently he took a liking to this stamp and really squirreled them away. Now it’s my turn, and that’s just what I’m doing with them.

Now what about the new Capital Gains Tax and Valuation Day — can you handle this problem in relation to your stamps? If you want help, please contact me.

Philatelically yours,

[Signature]

HARRY B. MARTIN, Jr.

Empire Stamp Corporation Limited
1150 YONGE STREET • TORONTO, ONTARIO
(Telephone 921-8967)
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EDITORIAL

"All change is not growth; as all movement is not forward"

E. Glasgow

☆  ☆  ☆

Having just had the honour of being made a Fellow of our society at the last convention gives me the opportunity to comment upon philatelic honours in general. In my early days as a junior collector, I was quite often impressed by some senior philatelist who happened to have a string of letters after his name. This lasted until I became more knowledgeable and found out that not all honours are what they seem to be. In fact some "come up with the rations" as we used to say in the Army and the only thing one has to do to acquire some of the "honours" is to have been a regular dues paying member for a certain length of time.

It may be of course that the societies who operate in this manner consider that ten years of membership deserves some form of recognition and this is their way of showing it, but it leaves me wondering how these groups proceed when honouring someone for his contribution to philately. Obviously to give a fellowship under such circumstances would be meaningless.

I wasn't entirely sure that what I had done for either the Society or philately in general merited the award of a fellowship, but of one thing I am sure and that is that the fellowships awarded by the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada should be on merit only. They should be hard to get. They should be earned. When a philatelist has F.R.P.S.C. after his name he will be someone who has made a significant contribution to the Society or philately.

☆  ☆  ☆

Our efforts to have stamp catalogues excluded from customs duty have been crowned with failure. A letter from the Department of Finance states that our application has been considered but no change in the Tariff Item is recommended. Well, we will just have to try again!

☆  ☆  ☆

Dr. F. G. Studenberg has prepared an interesting slide presentation covering the recent Convention in Montebello which is now available to chapters. If you are considering acting as host to an R.P.S.C. Convention this will be most useful. Contact Chapter Co-ordinator—Major R. K. Malott, 16 Harwick Cres., Ottawa 6.

☆  ☆  ☆

The Philatelic Music Circle, an international thematic society which caters exclusively to collectors of every facet of musical philately, has broadened its services to members by establishing circulating journals in areas throughout the world. Elaine Durnin of Clovis, New Mexico, U.S.A., has been named as the editor of the "Musical Philatelist of the Americas". This journal, which circulates among members in Canada, the United States, and Latin America, acts as a postal forum of information and ideas on philatelic music subjects.

Founded in Great Britain in April, 1969, the Philatelic Music Circle's rapid growth has shown the need for a society intent on studying not only music stamps, but also postal stationery, postmarks, and any other material which falls into the topic of music philately. The services of the PMC include a regular quarterly journal named The Baton (printed in the English language) edited by Irene Lawford of Kenton, England, area circulating journals, auctions of philatelic music postmarks, and a friendly and personal exchange of ideas and information.

The musical patron of the PMC is Yehudi Menuhin, while the philatelic patron is Maurice Williams of the L.N. and M. Williams philatelic writing team.

The dues to the Philatelic Music Circle are the equivalent of $4.00 U.S. a year. A new revised Music on Stamps Checklist is available to members for an additional $1.00 (U.S.) Further information
Canpex '72 Strikes Gold

Yes it's true! CANPEX '72 will be the 44th Convention of the "Royal".

CANPEX '72 will be held in the BONANZA ROOM of the CHATEAU LACOMBE in the heart of EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA, the city which made KLONDIKE DAYS famous.

The dates are July 6, 7, and 8, 1972 which means that the whole family can come, and what a holiday this could be — CANPEX '72 in EDMONTON, then down to Calgary for the CALGARY STAMPEDE, see the ROCKIES via Banff and Jasper, and back to EDMONTON for KLONDIKE DAYS — July 20-29.

Plan now!

HIT THE TRAIL IN '72 for the TRAIL OF '98

Address your enquiries to the General Chairman of CANPEX '72 —Mr. E. Stewart Bishop or to the EDMONTON STAMP CLUB:—

Box #399,
EDMONTON, ALBERTA, CANADA.
Collections, Packets, Mixtures
Canada, Br. Empire & World-Wide

**CANADA & NEWFOUNDLAND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100 Diff.</th>
<th>200 Diff.</th>
<th>300 Diff.</th>
<th>350 Diff.</th>
<th>400 Diff.</th>
<th>450 Diff.</th>
<th>500 Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.85</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>69.95</td>
<td>149.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONDITION:** Good - Very Fine.

**BRITISH EMPIRE A-Z (No Canada)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100 Diff.</th>
<th>200 Diff.</th>
<th>300 Diff.</th>
<th>400 Diff.</th>
<th>500 Diff.</th>
<th>1000 Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>199.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(ALL LARGE)*

**WORLD-WIDE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>100 Diff.</th>
<th>200 Diff.</th>
<th>300 Diff.</th>
<th>400 Diff.</th>
<th>500 Diff.</th>
<th>1000 Diff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>99.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(LARGE & SMALL)*

**STAMP MIXTURES ON PAPER**

- 1002 Modern Canada Mixtures, with plenty of commems 1 lb. $2.75
- 2002 British Empire (Incl. Malta, Trinidad etc.) 1 lb. $9.75
- 3000 World-wide with some nice commems 1 lb. $2.75
- 4000 Netherlands, Mission mixt., good lot 1 lb. $2.75
- 5000 Denmark, office mixtures incl. Xmas seal 1 lb. $2.55
- 6000 United States office mixtures 1 lb. $1.75
- 7000 Ireland, mission Mixt., just arrived 1 lb. $3.75

**ON ALL ONLY** (7 lb.) $22.00

**TERMS:** Cash with order. POSTPAID & Insured

Round The WORLD

WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR KILOWARE, BUNDLES, ACCUMULATION ETC.

**DO YOU LIKE A FREE COPY — MY No. 102 MAIL AUCTION CATALOG?** Just ask for it.

**BEST VALUE STAMPS & COINS CO.**

BOX 222 "ADELAIDE P.O. TORONTO, CANADA"
may be obtained from Mrs. Elaine R. Durnin, 2508 Sheldon Street, Clovis, New Mexico, 88101, U.S.A.

EXFILIMA 71
6 - 14 November 1971

ENTRY FORMS—These have been dispatched by Air Mail to all Commissioners, in English and in Spanish.

FIAF and EXFILIMA 71 Regulations—Printing is now in hand and the booklets in English and Spanish can be obtained from the Commissioners.

PRIZES — We are glad to announce that both the Postal Stationery Society and the American Philatelic Society have offered prizes for the Exhibition.

OFFICIAL EXHIBITS—The Postmasters General of both Canada and the USA have indicated interest in exhibiting at EXFILIMA 71.

INSURANCE for EXHIBITORS — Arrangements for a Floating Policy covering the risks of fire, theft, assault, civil disturbance, vandalism or malicious damage, from the time of reception to the time of return by the Organizing Committee have been made with the Cla. Prunao-Suiza de Seguros (the leading Swiss insurance group) in Lima. Cost is 2 per 1000 on the valuation of the collection, and this premium should be sent together with the entry fee.

SUB-COMMITTEES—The lists of the persons who will cooperate with the Organizing Committee are now being drawn up.

FINANCE—Advertisements from philatelic firms are solicited, (US $30.00 per page), for insertion in the different exhibition publications. Income will serve to cover the cost of printing of the Prospectus and other publications. Thanks to local cooperation, the cost of the first booklet has been covered.

For information on exhibiting contact
The Canadian Commissioner
Mrs. G. M. Geldert,
Apt. 1510,
195 Clearview Ave.,
Ottawa.

Martin Apfelbaum:

In the course of sending our buyers and appraisers around the country, we run into an occasional problem. People do not always give us a fair shake. When someone has a stamp collection of significant size and value for sale we are happy to dispatch one of our men to see it. He will give advice on how best to sell the holding, arrange for shipment to our office (including packing, insurance and freight at our expense) and sometimes he can negotiate a purchase right on the spot and issue a check.

Now, these trips are for us a significant item of expense. A fare, air or rail, hotel, meals, etc., plus the salary of a senior staff member, add up quickly. We do not begrudge the costs as long as we are given an honest opportunity to do business. But we feel that the person who asks us to come hundreds or thousands of miles has some obligations, mostly matters of common courtesy. We expect the seller to make an effort to see us at a mutually convenient time. We make every effort to suit the convenience of our clients, but travel connections are not totally flexible and there are only so many hours in an evening. We feel there should be a bit of courtesy in excusing lateness, as planes often fall behind schedule and it is difficult to predict driving time over unfamiliar territory. The material which is offered for sale should be assemblaged when we arrive. We will bring scopes, magnifiers, catalogues, etc., but please have an adequate light and a reasonable amount of table space for the man to work in.

Finally, and most important, we rely on the seller’s sincere determination to do business, too. We will go to great lengths to make a fair offer, investing considerable time and expertise. If we cannot come to an agreement, then that is simply a business risk we must take, but we don’t want to send our men to a suburb of Outer Mongolia just to make a free appraisal.

We are frankly anxious to buy good stamps. All we ask is that the owner be equally interested in selling to us or through our facilities. For those who are not sure, we will still be pleased to do the appraisal for a reasonable fee, which we will refund if an agreement is reached within one year. Be fair with us and we’ll be fair with you.

Executive Vice-President.

Earl P. L. Apfelbaum, Inc.,
1503-05 Walnut Street, Phila., Pa.,
19102, Locust 7-6288,
Area Code 215.
1971 -- Our 53rd Year

STAMPS WANTED

Each Year Our Public Auctions and Gold Medal Mail Sales Sell Over 75,000 Lots!

We Urgently Need Additional Material!

You want the most for your stamps. We gladly pay it without delays or bargaining. Bring in personally, or send in by insured mail or express, attention: Appraisal Dept.

All shipments are held aside intact awaiting your specific instructions after we send our offer or advice. Informal appraisals are free, and our buyer can visit you to inspect larger properties.

J. & H. STOLOW, INC.

915 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010

TELEPHONE: (212) 533-0790

"Rated first in stamps by all standard authorities"

Stolow's has purchased outright, at the top market price, with immediate cash payment, more than $45,000,000 worth of fine stamps. Our needs are unlimited. Fair treatment is always assured.
STAMP COLLECTING AND MEDIA THEORY

By DR. DONALD DeMARCO

(An application of Marshall McLuhan's media theory to stamp collecting: its classical past; its commercial present; its conceivable future.)

The perspective in which a stamp collector locates the beauty and intrinsic value of a postage stamp is fundamentally artistic. Both the collector and the artist possess that peculiar power of perception which disengages an object from its function or environment so that it may be recognized and appreciated for whatever it is, taken simply by itself. To the conventional eye the world sometimes seems prosaic because it's a place in which we must work out our life. In being preoccupied with our own business, our daily routine, our practical affairs, we may fail to notice that apart from its usefulness, each item within our world has its own individual claim to sovereignty. For the poetic artist, on the other hand, there is "heaven in a grain of sand", "music in the air", and "the meanest flower that blows brings thoughts too deep for tears". Exactly what is it the stamp enthusiast must dissociate the stamp from before it becomes an object of artistic interest? It is that whole complicated network of relationships which tie a stamp to its environmental medium which must be broken before stamp collecting can begin in earnest. Just what this statement implies requires a brief explanation of the nature of a medium and how it operates.

A medium is an enveloping system in which and through which messages are conveyed or impulses are transmitted. Air is the medium in which we terrestrians live and it allows for the transmission of sound and to a certain extent color, thanks to which we are able to perceive the content of our world. Yet air, like any other medium, tends to remain invisible to us and, although it is vital for our survival, we tend to remain asleep to its reality. The first scientist who announced that air had weight and a measurable density was immediately scoffed at by the somnambulist public. A window is a medium through which we see the content of the outside world. When the window begins to call attention to itself it's probably time for it to be cleaned. It is the business of any working medium to remain unobtrusive, if not unobservable, and to carry faithfully its assigned message. In watching TV we become engrossed in the program we're viewing; in reading a book we are lost in the story; in scanning a newspaper we're ab-
HARMONEX 71

Germany Philatelic Society
Exhibition & Convention
TORONTO

UNDER THE DISTINGUISHED
PATRONAGE OF HIS EXCELLENCY
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE ROLAND MICHENER,
C.C., C.D., GOVERNOR GENERAL OF CANADA

Sponsored by the Harmonie Stamp Club
G.P.S. Chapter 22, R.P.S.C. Chapter 94
To be held at the German-Canadian Club Harmonie
410, Sherbourne St., Toronto

- "Court of Honour" comprising of
  12 International Award Winning exhibits
- 4,000 pages of competitive exhibits entered
  by collectors from North America and Europe
  Internationally recognized judges
- Post Offices from Canada, U.S. and U.N.
  at the exhibition

OCTOBER - 15 - 16 - 17

For information contact:—
General Chairman  DIETER KUEHNER
Exhibition Chairman  GUS SNELS
sorbed in the news. The TV, the book, and the newspaper, as media, merely carry their respective messages. They keep their own natures discreetly out of sight. It has been said that we don't know who first discovered water but it certainly wasn't a fish. Media remain, for the most part, invisible for two main reasons: 1) since we are immersed in them, we are too close to their pulse to see them as objects; 2) since they are conveyers of messages, we are distracted away from the media themselves by the content which their messages represent. A popular joke made the rounds a few years ago about a factory worker who was suspected of stealing goods from his factory. Each evening at the close of work, this factory worker would stroll up to the security guard who was stationed at the exit gate pushing a wheelbarrow filled with sawdust. Each time, upon sitting through the sawdust, the guard, much to his disappointment, would find nothing and be obliged to let the worker pass. The point of the joke is that the worker was pilfering wheelbarrows. Since the wheelbarrow was a medium carrying content, it tended, as a medium, to be invisible. All attention was riveted on the sawdust and the supposed cargo concealed therein. In order to see the wheelbarrow as both carrier and cargo simultaneously required an altogether different angle of vision or perceptual attitude. Marshall McLuhan's oft quoted aphorism that the "Medium is the message" means precisely this—that any transmitter can be looked upon as being its own content; or that the carrier and the cargo may be viewed as one and the same.

In the case of postage stamps, the medium involved is the mail system. The mail system includes the envelope, the cancellation marks, the date stamps, the postage stamps, the postman, etc. These parts of the mail medium primarily perform the function of carrying and conveying messages. The messages, of course, are the content or the meaning of the letters which are carried by the mail. The information contained in the letters (or gifts in the package, etc.) constitutes the raison d'être for the mail system. The mail system itself works to annul the larger medium within which it operates—the medium of space. Because the mail system acts as a medium or environment for the mail, attention is deflected away from itself so that it tends to become invisible as a separate individualized object. The reasons for the fact that the popularity of collecting stamps developed very slowly should be evident. The natural tendency is to ignore the medium and regard the message. Therefore, a person who receives mail would tend to open the envelope immediately, disregard the stamp and cancellation and read the contents of the letter. This is as expected as eating the banana and throwing away the skins. The insistence of focusing upon content and by-passing media also explains, in part, for the slow acceptance of abstract art. In asking the question 'what does it mean?' people confess their inability to locate an identifiable content within the painting's abstract medium. The precise genius of abstract art, however, is to make the medium itself the mess-
BOOKS FOR THE PHILATELIST AND POSTAL HISTORIAN

We have a wide range of comprehensive publications and will be pleased to forward our detailed literature list. When writing for the list please mention that you saw this advertisement in THE CANADIAN PHILATELIST

The Admiral Stamps of 1911 to 1925. Marler's Canadian handbook rewritten by Hans Reiche. New information on proofs, postal rates, cancellations, order numbers, War Tax etc. Almost one hundred illustrations. £1.75

Guatemala I edited by Roland A. Goodman, deals with the postal history and philately of Guatemala up to 1901. Compiled over a decade by members of the International Society of Guatemala collectors. Awarded the Chicago Gold Medal 1970 and the Crawford Medal £8.25

Guatemala - Postal Use of Its Fiscal Stamps and Fiscal Use of Its Postal Stamps. By James C. Andrews. 10pp. 41 half-tone illustrations. This entertaining monograph deals with many aspects of the subject which could apply to almost any other country in the world. In a philatelic age when the Cinderella collector is often the most philatelically educated, this brochure has a value for every specialist in any country's stamps. 40p.

Readers of our monthly journal "The Philatelist" can secure a copy free when renewing or taking out an annual subscription. Details on request.

The Colonial Posts in the United States of America 1606-1783 by Kay Horowicz and Robson Lowe. The postal history of the thirteen American Colonies and the Floridas, illustrated by five maps of the period, sixteen letters and other illustrations. £1.75

Numeral Cancellations of the British Empire by Henry Hardy Heins. Numerical and alphabetical order with over 5,000 19th-century references. Third edition £1.75

British Empire Review, 1961-1968. Based on the stamp auction realisations of these eight years, comprises 26,000 entries of items actually sold for £10 or more. Illustrated. An aid to students of price trends. £1.50

AN IDEA FOR A CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR YOURSELF OR A PHILATELIC FRIEND?

ROBSON LOWE LTD.
- PHILATELIC PUBLISHERS -

50 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5JZ, England
Cables: "Stamps, London S.W.1". Telex: 915 410
age, i.e. to make the form and subject an undecomposable unit. In Canada, for example, the public so stubbornly adhered to the notion that stamps belonged exclusively to the mail medium, that some of their most beautiful issues did not enjoy any significant widespread popularity until decades after they ceased being printed. The large queens, so eagerly sought after today, were replaced by smaller stamps a short time after they were first issued because they were declassified by the public as being too large for convenient postage use. In this way these aesthetically elegant and masterfully engraved stamps, which were actually much smaller in size than the ordinary commemorative, met with a premature demise. The dollar denominations of the highly prized Victoria Jubilee issue of 1897, which now bring up to $500 apiece at auctions, were still being exchanged at face value nearly fifty years after their post office sale.

It took the same kind of artistic perception to judge stamps as worthy of collecting as it did the first landscape painter who decided that part of its environment was worthy of capturing in an art form, or the first housewife who decided her worn-out tea pot would make a good decoration piece as a flower pot. The common insight of artist and collector is to see media as themselves being interesting and worthwhile art forms.

Today the stamp collector is presented with a new challenge. If we regard the basic insight of the true stamp collector as translating certain parts of the mail medium into art forms, then collecting stamps today must take on a radically different form than it did when the world's most popular hobby first came into vogue. The reason for this is due to the commercialization of stamps. Once stamps became a sufficiently popular hobby, businessmen, with an eye to profit, converted the stamp into a marketable commodity with little or no relationship to its original mail system environment. Currently many countries are issuing vast quantities of what they regard to be attractive, consumable stamps which are not at all intended for postal use, but are often sold, cancelled or uncancelled, directly from the post office to international dealers. Now when this happens, a peculiar phenomenon occurs. In disenfranchising the stamp from its original, and let us say, natural medium, it is given a second birth, or a second setting within a new medium. That new medium becomes the very paper on which the stamps are imprinted. The message becomes the content which is depicted on that paper. It was inevitable that with the commercialization of stamps and their subsequent dissociation from the mail system, the postage stamp, operating within a new medium, had to be given a new message. A McLuhan has pointed out, the content of any new medium is the old, out-dated medium. The content of TV is an old movie; the content of a movie might be a book; that of a book — life, etc. It is no wonder that quite often the content of the new commercialized postage stamp is precisely the old functionary stamp.
DM 19,500 or Can. $5,730.00
plus 10%
was paid for a rare cancellation of OLD GERMAN STATES, quite a sensation among the many other most impressing prices obtained.

The unique cover with the HAMBURG cancellation as shown above (lot No. 2071 of the 135th sale) started at DM 4,250.00 or Can. $1,250.00 and was knocked down after heavy bidding between two prominent collectors at DM 19,500.00 or Can. $5,730.00.

TOP PRICES will be realized for fine materials in any of our auctions, of course, not only for those of German or European origin but as well for OVEREAS stamps.

AUTUMN SALE
11th till 13th October, 1971
HAMBURG - Germany
Catalogue de luxe is available against Can. $2.00 air mail postage, subject to refund if you buy in the auction.

EDGAR MOHRMANN & CO.
A Partner For Ambitious Customers
SPEERSORT 6
HAMBURG 1, GERMANY
Cable Address: EDMORO
One of the great names in philately for over fifty years
One of the Trucial States has gone so far as to issue a set commemorating and depicting famous ‘inverted centres’ from a variety of countries. Many nations have honored their own first stamps by portraying a stamp upon a stamp! A host of other media lend their subjects to stamps. There are famous movies represented on stamps; from the medium of sports — famous athletes; from space — famous astronauts. Even the most casual collector is only too well aware of how extensively recent stamps have borrowed from world famous paintings. The widespread popularity with topicals is a testimony to the effect commercialization has had on stamp collecting.

At one time a stamp carried a letter and its function was subordinated to the message the letter bore. Today a small perforated piece of paper serves to support a colorful and sometimes dazzling vignette. What has transpired has been the movement from the postage stamp as a functioning organ of the mail system to its role as a topic bearer. The question therefore occurs as to how the purist of yesterday can approach the stamp market of today. The answer which would logically derive from our discussion is to by-pass the topic and find an interest in the enveloping medium which carries that topic. One might collect stamps for the purpose of illustrating the various kinds of paper used. In a recent article, Glen Hansen

OPICALS
ANY SUBJECT A TO Z
(1) No need to buy an entire set to get ONE STAMP.
(2) Over 100,000 varieties to fill your needs.
(3) Building Topical Collections for over 40 years.
(4) Why not ask for an approval selection today?

WARREN W. KING
("King of Topicals")
2321 PARNELL AVE.
LOS ANGELES 90064, CALIFORNIA

COMPLIMENTS OF

CANADIAN BANK NOTE
COMPANY LIMITED · OTTAWA · CANADA
Australia gives a three stamp salute

Just cut! Three important commemorative issues from Australia! Three new 'musts' for thematic collectors. See your stamp dealer for them ... and while you're there, check the whole range of Australian issues. You'll find them attractive—and sensibly priced, with a wide choice of thematic subjects. More and more collectors are turning to Australia, for stamps that enjoy an international reputation.

WRITE FOR FREE BULLETIN

For regular delivery of The Australian Philatelic Bulletin and Stamp Preview, write to the Philatelic Mailing List, P.O. Box 259, South Melbourne, Victoria, 3205. Australia.
has noted that some philatelic scholars are already at work on this subject with regard to Canada’s current definitive issue. Tagged stamps would be another appropriate area of interest for the purist as well as unusual cancellations, color errors, date marks, types of printing, ink chemicals, etc. It is not an exciting or imaginative approach to stamp collecting to purchase current issues from the post office or to accumulate large quantities of readily available varieties from a stamp company or local dealer. Stamp collecting in the widest sense of the expression enlists the resources of a creative imagination. That artistic vision is called into play by which a medium is seen to be its own message; a functional entity as possessing its own unintended value; a practical item as having a surprising impractical charm all its own. Cezanne exemplified this in his still life paintings; Wordsworth found it in a “host of daffodils”; George Washington Carver discovered it in the humble peanut shell; Michelangelo sensed it is a block of marble. It is that artistic approach which temporarily halts the flow of commerce and, by contemplating things in the mystery of their solitude, creates the world anew. No matter what commercial courses of events the stamp industry takes in the future, there will always be an opportunity for the genuinely creative collector to exercise his boundless imagination. I am personally convinced that far from the actual stamps which are accumulated and whatever prices they command on the open market, the more significant value the collector may learn involves the cultivation of an artistic attitude whereby the prosaic becomes poetic, the ordinary begins to speak its own extraordinary language, the ancient remains eternal, and the medium becomes its own message. Stamp collecting should be recreational in the strictest sense of the term: for it re-creates us by giving us a new vision of life and of all those magical ingredients contained therein.

What do you expect from a Wants List Service?

There are several want list systems, the most usual being the one where your list is checked for items in stock and the remainder being filled either alphabetically, chronologically or geographically. Not that it matters much, since the list is rarely seen again.

With our system every unfulfilled item from each want list is transcribed and recorded in such a way that it is impossible for any stamp to be put into stock without knowing that it is wanted, and who wants it. Thus, the time and trouble which we hope you will take in making out a want list for us will not be wasted.

For our part, we also take considerable trouble over these lists, and for this reason we only offer to record items worth 5p up to any amount, provided that they are listed simply by Stanley Gibbons Part I numbers, or the Scott equivalents.

SEND YOUR WANT LIST NOW, British Commonwealth 1840 to 1950. Every stamp is guaranteed, and entirely on approval.

We also send our FORTNIGHTLY LISTS and run POSTAL AUCTIONS and an EXCHANGE CLUB. Please write for details to:

B. J. HUNTER
WESTON LEA, ALBURY, GUILDFORD, SURREY, ENGLAND
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Residents of Canada
Are Members of the
American Philatelic Society
You Too
Should Take Advantage of the Many Services
The A. P. S. Offers It's 25,000 Members.

They Invite You To

- Join the oldest and largest philatelic organization in North America.
- Read the finest monthly stamp journal in the field, a scholarly publication which is a regular part of many permanent libraries.
- Use our Sales Division which sells over $450,000 of members' stamps each year.
- Have your name and collecting interests listed in our biennial 500-page Membership Directory.
- Obtain philatelic handbooks published by the Society... take part in our annual conventions and exhibitions.
- Affiliate with one or more of our 480 local chapters...form new and lasting friendships.
- Take advantage of the Expertization Service which identifies and authenticates stamps for you.
- Insure your collection at special reduced rates.

May we invite you to join today? We hope so, and so do more than 25,000 other members.

For additional information and application form, write to:
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
American Philatelic Society
P.O. Box 800, State College, Penna. 16801
WHAT'S NEW IN OLD CANADA

By FRED STULBERG

ADVERTISING COVERS

Many charming things that were economically feasible in Queen Victoria's time have disappeared today. One of these has been the ornately illustrated envelope as a means of advertising. Granted a few isolated examples exist now but the practice has succumbed to the increased costs of manufacture and the present day attitude that added expense is not justified unless it brings a tangible and immediate return.

Although one might think that the Mulready Covers of Great Britain issued in 1840, with their elaborate and artistic overall design, influenced the manufacture of other forms of illustrated covers, this was not the case. In fact, envelopes were virtually unknown in Canada until 1843. It was that year that Canada changed its method of determining postage by the number of sheets (a cover over the letter was a second sheet and doubled the postage) to the weight of the item irrespective of the number of sheets involved. Even then, envelopes were not in common use.

In the 1850's envelopes had started to come into their own and a few companies recognized their value beyond their immediate function. However, it was not until 1875 that the practice of illustrating envelopes blossomed forth. That year the post office department ruled that undeliverable letters would be returned directly to the sender rather than to the Dead Letter Office provided the return address and the words "Please return in . . . days" or words to that effect, were printed on the envelop-
B. N. A.

We are buyers for B.N.A. collections, etc., including specialties such as first rate plate block collections, proofs and essays, and revenues of every kind.

Selections of the above available on approval.

PUBLISHERS OF:

1. Canada Basic Album
2. The Foursquare plate Block Albums (over 30,000 sold).
3. Canada Basic Catalog
4. Canada Plate Block Catalog
5. Canada Revenue Album

Album for revenues is being published in sections and several have been completed so far. As to revenues themselves, we are always in the market for larger collections and accumulations. Our latest purchase, for example, was an estate property consisting of one of the finest collections of Canadian revenues in existence.

ERRORS

New printing procedures in Canada have produced several major errors and despite the dependence on computer run printing machines will produce more. We are most eager to purchase anything that may be discovered in the way of errors and varieties and will pay handsome prices for anything attractive. In 1959, for example, we purchased 105 copies of the Seaway Invert, nearly all at high prices.

K. BILESKI LTD.

STATION "B", WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA
o
e. Apparently, as soon as it became expedient to print anything on the en
evelope, the small added expense involved in making it elaborate and eye-catching became secondary to many businesses.

The cover illustrated is unusual because it advertises a "cause" rather than a commercial establishment. We, today, think that the championing of World Peace is the genesis of the present generation of young people and certainly do not associate it with Nineteenth Century Canadians and Americans. Nevertheless the American Peace Society in the 1870's was advocating the promotion of World Peace by any means possible including a "Congress of Nations" (see flap).

These envelopes were available from the Society at a nominal fee, a concept similar to the sale of holiday cards by charitable organizations today.

**CORRECTIONS TO THE ARTICLE**

"WHAT'S NEW IN OLD CANADA"

July - August, 1971

Some errors crept into the chart of the duplex cancellations of the Toronto Branch Post Offices in the previous issue of the Canadian Philatelist. They are:

(1) The type 4 Bleeker Street, Toronto 9-bar duplex should read BLEECKER.

(2) Omitted was a Type 3; Spadina Ave. Toronto; AM/PM dater; 9 medium bars in the killer with a rarity factor of 2; used in 1888.

(3) Spadina should, of course, read SPADINA.

---

**MONTHLY AUCTION SALES**

featuring

World Wide Sets
High Value Singles
Covers and Collections
Illustrated Catalog
Free on Request

**GARDEN STATE STAMP CO.**

BOX 7 / GLASSBORO, N. J. 08028
A.P.S. R.P.S.C. G.F.S.

---

**1935 — UNUSED**

**B. C. JUBILEE'S**

| Ascension | 8.90 |
| Basutoland | 1.10 |
| Canada | 2.75 |
| Ceylon | 1.15 |
| Cook Islands | 1.50 |
| Falkland Islands | 1.40 |
| Hong Kong | .70 |
| India | 1.40 |
| Mauritius | 9.90 |
| Nauru | 1.70 |
| Papua | 2.50 |
| Seychelles | 1.90 |
| Sierra Leone | 1.60 |
| Somaliland | 2.50 |
| South-West Africa | 5.50 |
| South Africa | 6.40 |
| Southern Rhodesia | 1.10 |
| Straits Settlements | .80 |
| Swaziland | .95 |

---

**1948 — UNUSED**

**SILVER WEDDING'S**

| Aden | 3.25 |
| Ascension | 2.45 |
| Bahrain | 5.00 |
| Bechuanaland | 1.95 |
| Br. Solomon Is. | 1.65 |
| Gambia | 3.50 |
| Gr. Br. Tangier | 3.45 |
| Mauritius | 3.70 |
| No. Borneo | 3.25 |
| Somaliland | 1.60 |
| Swaziland | 2.00 |

Others available — SEND WANT LISTS FROM YOUR FAVORITE COUNTRIES PRIOR TO 1960.

**L. C. P. Davenport**

7 JACKES AVENUE, APT. 308
TORONTO 190, CANADA
$3,100,000

Auction total is expected at the conclusion of the July 26-29 Auction scheduled by H. R. Harmer, Inc.

Hamer's 25th and final auction of the 1970-71 Season will be a General Auction on July 26, 27, 28, 29. In the season there will have been 25 catalogues, covering 63 sessions, and approximately 32,500 lots.

Over three decades of service to the philatelic world have resulted in Harmer's third successive year of comfortably surpassing $3,000,000 in sales. Highlights of this Season saw all aspects of philately adequately covered from the "Koacker" and "Canman" Scandinavia and Austria, through numerous specialized collections such as the "Rawlins" United States; the "Rappaport" Israel; the "Siemon" Air Post; the "Weech" British Commonwealth; the "Stief" United States; the "Chapin" "Four Reigns" British Commonwealth; the "Dale-Lichtenstein" Canada (Sale #10); the "Clough" General Foreign, United States and Confederates; the "Ball" Latin America; the "Parker" British Commonwealth; the "James" British North America; the "Goodkind" Air Post; the "Cary" United States; the "Buchness" Lithuania; the "Bayer" United States and Germany; the "Jordan" United States; and the "Mr. and Mrs. John H. Hall, Sr." Collections of Spain, United States and Norway: to the many dozens of General Collections which always received keen attention from Harmer's international clientele.

While the 1970/71 fiscal year was not a noteworthy world economic accomplishment, H. R. Harmer, Inc. did, nevertheless, maintain its prominence in the philatelic field, thereby, justifying both buyers' and vendors' confidence in our firm.

Our thanks are extended to the many thousands who helped keep us THE WORLD'S LEADING STAMP AUCTIONEERS.

H. R. HARMER, INC.
The International Stamp Auctioneers
6 WEST 48TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036
Telephone: (212) 757-4460 Cable: Harmersale, New York
SQUARED CIRCLE ODDITIES
By N. PELLETIER 7110

This time we show a few items acquired from Jim Sisson's auction—ex Clarence Kemp's collection.

BRANDON—Population in 1896: 3,800
Postmaster J. C. Kavanagh
1/JA 23/96. The time mark '1' is the only one so far reported. Now that a new squared circle roster is being prepared by Bill Moffatt 8044, other copies may come to light. I would like to see a fourth edition of the handbook.

HAMILTON—Population in 1896: 50,000
Postmaster Adam Brown
This city had regular time marks from 8 to 24, for each hour of the day. On very rare occasions a '1' and '7' were used. I may be wrong but have assumed that the two time marks meant 1 AM and 7 AM. Our '1' is on a card mailed from Hamilton to Paris Station and Paris Ontario. All marking are on the face and received the same day—1/MR 6/95. The '7' time mark is dated: 7/DE 13/95. Our 19 stamps should complete the indicia collection for Hamilton. I note that all my copies show no short lines between the dates. Were the lines recessed?

KINGSTON: Population in 1896: 20,000
Postmaster James Shannon
NT/JU 13/9. 'NT' as a time mark for 'night' is at present considered to be a unique item when used for Kingston. It is on a 3 cent small Queen, but it does not show the year. It had once been in Vinnie Greene's collection. A new roster may turn up more copies.

LONDON: Population in 1896: 38,000
Postmaster R. J. C. Dawson
9/FE 7/00. The time mark '9' is believed by Mr. Kemp to be a 6 inverted. I now have a small Queen stamp for London dated 18/JU 11/96. The time mark 18 was supposed to have been used only on the later issues. Was it an experiment? Alfred Whitehead tells us in his handbook that time marks 10 to 24 were used later. He mentions 11 and 17 only. Perhaps of interest to collectors I show the following from my own collection: 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 24. Completing the above time marks could be a problem. It gives added interest to collecting.

MITCHELL: Population in 1896: 2,100
Postmaster William W. Hicks
MR 4/95 I have a nice copy where a larger type was used for the 'M' and '4'. They may have been replacements for lost type.

THORNBURY: Population in 1896: 900
Postmaster Thomas McKenney
JU 31/95 I have a copy with the '31' inverted. Perhaps a clerk's error. It formed an interesting item for my own collection.

STOUFFVILLE: Population in 1896: 1,150
Postmaster W. B. Sanders
AP 29/99. Sometime during March 1899 the postmaster added an asterisk
JUST OFF THE PRESS!

...Completely Revised and Updated the Harris Masterwork Albums...

2-VOLUME STANDARD
$27.95

CITATION
$19.95

The World's Most Popular Albums!

United States up to 1971 and 100% illustrated —
Canada virtually up to 1971 and 100% illustrated
Foreign stamps through late 1970.

No other comparable albums on the market today are so completely up-to-date
and without the need of any Supplements.

THE 2-VOLUME STANDARD —
Our Proudest Achievement —
in Two Classic Volumes for Handling Ease.
Created to Give You the Greatest Album Value Ever Known!

- More than 1,800 pages with spaces for 90,000 stamps.
  50,000 beautiful, clear identifying illustrations.
- Special mechanism allows pages to lie open with maximum possible flatness.
- Many special features include: World-Wide and U. S. Stamp Identifiers; World Map in full color; Stamp Collector's Dictionary; "How to Collect Stamps"; PLUS a generous supply of exclusive, versatile "Speed Rille" Pages.
- Handsome matching leather-look binders, covered with long-wearing, soil-resistant vinyl, electronically sealed.

Only $27.95

THE CITATION —
World's Largest Single Volume Album —

- More than 75,000 spaces for stamps.
- Over 45,000 clear identifying illustrations, including more than 1,400 illustrations for U. S. Stamps alone.
- Special mechanism allows pages to lie open with maximum possible flatness.
- Bonus Features: Illustrated World-Wide and U. S. Stamp Identifiers; Stamp Collector's Dictionary; "How to Collect Stamps"; World Map in full color.
- Handsome leather-look binder, covered with long-wearing, soil-resistant vinyl, electronically sealed.
- Illustrated Supplements will be published in January of each year.

Only $19.95

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR FROM THE PUBLISHER – POST FREE.

H. E. HARRIS & CO., BOSTON, MASS. 02117
in place of the time mark. It is a nice item and infrequently seen, especially on the stamp with the squared circle. The small 'w' had also been used in Canning, N.S.

SALES DEPARTMENT

The summer has flown real fast and here we are again off and running with a brand new season ahead of us... however it looks as if many members are going to be looking for circuits that do not exist unless the new books start rolling in immediately.

The demand for Canadian material last season was greater than ever and our present stocks are LOWER THAN EVER. We require anything and everything except the very modern stuff. Particularly required are small Queens; large Queens and Admirals in used and mint condition.

Also required are most European countries with the exception of Italy and the Vatican. Scandinavia including Iceland and Greenland are also in demand.

Australia; New Zealand and the Pacific Islands sold well last year and now supplies on hand are low.

Great Britain moved very well last year and many many more books of this popular country are wanted right now to keep pace with members requests.

About the only areas not wanted at present are British Asia and Latin America.

With the increase in postal rates it has been necessary to obtain a lighter paper for use with circuit books and these are now available upon request. Despite rising costs we have managed to keep the price of the books the same as before at a dollar for five, postpaid.

This past summer considerable difficulty has been encountered with books and cheques being returned due to members changing addresses and not notifying me of such changes. When you move away please co-operate by letting me know your new address so that books and money can be forwarded without delay. This will also help with the postage account.

I hope you all had a good summer; are well rested and in the mood to mount some stamps and let me have them NOW. Your help will be much appreciated by myself and members alike.

Gordon F. W. Frost,
P.O. Box 345,
Willowdale, Ontario.

Forthcoming Issues

3 September — Maple Leaf in Four Seasons — Autumn
6 October — Christmas
20 October — 50th Anniversary, year of Birth of Pierre Laport
19 November — Maple Leaf in Four Seasons — Winter

CANADIAN STAMP COLLECTORS

Who have reached the stage where good copies of early material, is out of their reach, are invited to look to the group Perforated, or Overprinted OHMS and 'G'. The Canada Post Office accredited their use to certain Government Departments, for use anywhere in the Postal Union.

To those that have these in their collection, I offer the new 4th edition OHMS CATALOG at $3.00. To those who might be interested in these, I offer the previous 3rd edition for 25c. postage, with approval. These will describe fully, illustrate, and price the 299 major varieties, ranging from the 1912 Admirals to the 1962 Q.E. 'G', and 1963 Change of Typeface.

I welcome enquires from those considering adding the Official to their Canadian Postage collection. To collectors of Postal History I offer 1st edition OHMS Catalog (1856) 2nd (1964) and 3rd (1966) for 04.60.

I offer

1962 Q.E. 'G' Single Block Single Block
#946 1c. .......... .75 3.00 .75 3.00
#947 2c. .......... 1.00 4.00 1.00 4.00
#948 4c. .......... 1.50 5.00 1.50 5.00
#949 5c. .......... 2.00 7.00 2.00 7.00
#950 10c. .......... 1.00 .50
#51 20c. Paper .......... 6.00 3.00
#52 50c. Textile .......... 6.50 3.00
12 OHMS ON COVER $10.00; 25 for $25.

CANADA REVENUES

1/2 cent Telephone Frank 10 ($14.25) ... 3.75
Saskatchewan Laws #36, 37, 39,
48, 49, 51

ROY WRIGHT
(19 years specializing in Canadian Officials)
2288 Bellevue Ave. Phone 604-922-8742
WEST VANCOUVER B.C. CANADA
NEW STOCK

AFTER A QUIET PERIOD IN THE SPRING (FOR PURCHASES, NOT SALES) WE HAVE BEEN OFFERED MORE GOOD COLLECTIONS IN THE PAST SIX WEEKS THAN FOR MANY MONTHS. WE HAVE PURCHASED SEVERAL OF THESE, WITH OTHERS UNDER NEGOTIATION. WE HOPE TO LIST SOME SPECIFIC OFFERINGS IN SUBSEQUENT AVERTISEMENTS, BUT IN THE MEANTIME WE WILL GIVE OUR BEST ATTENTION TO YOUR WANT LISTS. SOME OF THE COUNTRIES WITH EXPANDED STOCKS ARE CANADA, DENMARK, FINLAND, NORWAY AND SWEDEN.

George S. Wegg Limited

37, VICTORIA STREET, :: TORONTO 1. CANADA

(Half a Block North of The King Edward Hotel)

TELEPHONES: Area Code 416 - 368-7528 489-1344

CANADIAN AGENTS FOR ROBSON LOWE LIMITED
THE GARAFARXA ROAD -- THE FIRST POST OFFICES

By MAX ROSENTHAL

"Perhaps there is no part of Canada more imposed upon than the northern Division of the Owen Sound Settlement, as to receiving letters and newspapers by post." So complained "M", writing February 12, 1847 from "Sydenham Village, Owen Sound Bay", in a letter which appeared two weeks later in the Guelph and Galt Advertiser.

"Not to trouble you with a detailed account of all the detentions and miscarriages that my letters and papers have met with, as well as others, I would merely mention of two letters that I received today, 'one' from Toronto, with nine post stamps on it, having been 13 days on the way — charge 1s 8½d postage; also, another from St. George, mailed 17th January, with 13 post stamps on it, and the moderate charge of 1s 6½d postage; this must be through carelessness in some of the postmasters, and I think Mr. Freer, the Post Office Inspector in Toronto, cannot be aware of it. There ought to be a post established between this place and Fergus; and, in the meantime, anyone writing or sending papers to the Owen Sound Settlement — if to the southern Division by Fergus — and if to the northern Division, by St. Vincent."

Owen's Sound post office had been opened the previous year, with the establishment of a mail route to Manitouaning, La Cloche, St. Joseph's Island, and Sault Ste. Marie, and the opening of post offices at all these places. A "Post Office Notice" in the Barrie Magnet on August 27, 1847 mentioned:

"Arrival — The mails from Nottawasaga, Sunnidale, St. Vincent and Queen's Sound arrive on the evening of Thursday.

"Departure — The mails for Nottawasaga, Sunnidale, St. Vincent and Queen's Sound leave at eight o'clock a.m. of Saturday.

"Mails will be made up for Manatuaning, La Cloch, St. Joseph's and Sault Ste. Marie, to go by the steamer Gore, on the 1st and 15th of every month, and for Queen's Sound on the 1st, 11th, 15th and 26th every month."

Owen Sound

In 1815 Captain William Fitzwilliam Owen, on an exploring trip, sailed up that stretch of water narrowing southwards from Georgian Bay which was to be called Owen Sound. By the Sauking Treaty of 1836 the white man took from the Indians land in Grey County from the west line of St. Vincent Township to a line directly west of Owen Sound, and extending south from that point, so that the remainder of the county, except Keppel and Sarawak Townships, was surrounded. A survey in 1837 by Charles Rankin laid out a small portion of the town plot of Sydenham, where the Sydenham River emptied into Owen Sound.

In 1840, Charles Rankin, who had resumed work on the Garafraxa Road, connecting Fergus with Owen Sound (near Highway 6), was ordered to Owen Sound to meet John Telfer, land agent for the locality, who had come by bateau from Coldwater, by way of St. Vincent. Telfer's duties were to locate settlers and build houses. As the summer was already passed, he had time only to choose the site of his office and put up the exterior of the first log house, and then he left, to return the next year. During the following spring and summer the first settlers hewed clearings and houses out of the swamp and forest. The settlement soon took the name Sydenham Village.

The nearest post office was at St. Vincent (now Meaford). William Stephenson, the postmaster there, who carried the mail from Barrie on his back, would send over letters as he found the
CHAPTER MEETINGS

OTTAWA
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
R.P.S.C. Chapter No. 16
Meet 8:00 p.m. Thursdays
September through May
CHATEAU LAURIER
Secretary: S. W. MacLeod,
840 Springfield Drive (Apt. 427)
Ottawa 8
— VISITORS WELCOME —

NORTH TORONTO STAMP CLUB
CHAPTER 5 OF THE ROYAL
Meetings at 7:30 p.m., on
SECOND and FOURTH THURSDAYS
(except in July and August)
at
DEWI SANT WELSH UNITED CHURCH
33 Malrose Avenue
VISITORS WELCOME

NORTH YORK PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Meets on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays
of each month (July & August
excepted) at the North York
Memorial Community Hall,
5090 Yonge St., Willowdale, Ontario.
Secretary—Mrs. M. Summerfield,
Phone 221-0375
— VISITORS WELCOME —

Chapter Fifty-one
2nd & 4th Thursdays
SEPT. TO MAY INC.
Y.M.C.A.,
Downtown
79 James St. S.
M. T. MONTGOMERY,
Secretary,
574 Maple Avenue,
Hamilton 24, Ont.

R A STAMP CLUB
OTTAWA
(CHAPTER 41, RPSC)
MEETS 7:30 p.m. EVERY MONDAY at
THE R. A. CENTRE
2451 Riverside Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario.
(Except June, July and August)
Visitors Welcome — Phone 733-5100

Winnipeg Philatelic Society
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
4th Floor, Free Press Bldg.
300 Carlton St. 8:00 p.m.
Secretary
ROBERT FOURS - Phone 233-6522
Visitors Welcome

VANCOUVER ISLAND PHILATELIC SOCIETY
Meetings on the SECOND THURSDAY
of each month, (except July and
August) at 7:45 p.m.
SECRETARY: Chas. W. Marshall,
2612 Victor Street, VICTORIA, B.C.
Room 112, B.C. Provincial Museum
Visitors always most Welcome.

UNION PHILATELIQUE DE MONTREAL
Chapter #3 Rue - 525 Beaubien E. Street
Montreal, P.Q.
Meetings 2nd and 4th Tuesday of every
month September to June
7:00 - 11:00 p.m.
Publisher of Philatelic ECHOS
Corresp. P.O. Box 398, Montreal 101, P.Q.
VISITORS WELCOME

EAST TORONTO STAMP CLUB
Cedarvale Park Building
Cedarvale Ave.,
First East of Woodbine, at Cosburn,
North of Arena
• 1st & 3rd Wednesdays •
Secretary: Raymond Reakes,
188 Woodmound Ave., Toronto 13
Phone: 425-1545
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

GET
A NEW
MEMBER
CHAPTER MEETINGS

NOVA SCOTIA STAMP CLUB
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA
Established 1922
First Affiliate of the R.P.S.C. (1934)
Meets 2nd Tuesday of the Month
NOVA SCOTIA MUSEUM
Corresponding Secretary
MR. GEORGE PENCHARD
3749 Kencrest Ave., Apt. 8, Halifax, N.S.
VISITORS WELCOME

Lakeshore Stamp Club
170 ST. LOUIS AVE.,
POINTE CLAIRE, QUEBEC
Meeting Nights 2nd & 4th Thurs.
Sept. till June at 7:30 p.m.
JUNIORS WELCOME ON THE 4th THUR.
PRESIDENT — W. J. YOUNG
SECRETARY — MRS. K. EDGAR
— Touring Stampers Welcome —

EDMONTON STAMP CLUB
Meetings on alternate Monday's
in the Cafeteria of the C.N. TOWER
PRESIDENT — Jan H. Roozeboom, Phone 466-6278
SECRETARY — E. Christensen, Phone 477-1897
REPRESENTATIVE — G. C. Bolton,
Phone 488-7009. P.O. Box 390,
Edmonton 15, Alberta

LA SOCIETE PHILATELIQUE
DE QUEBEC
(CHAPTEB NO. 40)

MEETS IN THE
CENTRE AUDIO-VISUEL
1158 BOURlamaque
QUEBEC
First & Third
Wednesdays of the month at 8:30 p.m.
POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. Box 2222,
Postal Terminal, QUEBEC 2, Que.

KITCHENER WATERLOO
PHILATELIC SOCIETY
(Chapter 13, of the R.P.S.C.)
Meets at 7.30 p.m. the 2nd, Thursday
of month (except during June, July,
August & December) in Kitchener
Public Library
— Visitors Welcome —
President: Walter Allendorf,
Tel. 742-1378
48 Fairview Ave., Kitchener, Ont.

WEST TORONTO
STAMP CLUB
Established 1935
ANA VIC HOTEL - 2900 DUFFERIN ST.
MEETINGS:
2nd and 4th TUESDAYS—7:30 p.m.
VISITORS WELCOME

ST. CATHARINES STAMP CLUB
(Chapter 53 of the R.P.S.C.)
Meets the FIRST and THIRD Monday—
September through June at 7:00 p.m. in
St. George’s Parish Hall,
83 Church St., St. Catharines, Ontario.
President—Victor G. Potter
74 Ghent St., St. Catharines, Ont.
Secretary—Bruce McCausland,
7 Dorset St., St. Catharines.
R.P.S.C. Representative—Colin Troup
R.R. #1, Jordan Station, Ont.
VISITORS WELCOME

LAKEHEAD STAMP CLUB
R.P.S.C. Chapter No. 33
Meets second Wednesday and last
Friday of each month in
Confederation College, 8 p.m.
— Visitors always welcome —
Donald Jack, Secretary-Treasurer
Apt. #9 - 2830 Victoria Ave.,
Thunder Bay “F” Ontario

Sarnia Stamp Club
Chapter No. 45
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada
2nd & 4th Wednesdays
Royal Trust Co. Colborne & Cathcart
Blvd. Sarnia, Ontario Canada
Pres. Alex. Csucs
Sec’t. Arthur J. Bentley
290 So. Vidal St., Sarnia, Ont.

Buy Your Stamps
From
Our Advertisers
"NEW" Available Now "NEW"

"RICH" GOLD Embossing

"RICH" Maroon Grained Vinyl

CANADA PARLIAMENT STAMP ALBUM

The Parliament album.

A $12.00 Value ONLY $5.95

CANADIAN WHOLESALE SUPPLY

P.O. Box 841

Brantford, Ontario
opportunity to Telfer, who, acting as postmaster without appointment, distributed the mail, which came sometimes by Indian trail, and sometimes around the shore from St. Vincent by sailboat.

The 1846 post office was established in a roughcast building on 2nd Avenue East north of 8th Street, 'in the store of postmaster George Brown'. It was called Owen's Sound, after its geographic location—not Sydenham. In the Ontario Archives is a letter sent by Richard Carney (who in 1857 became Owen Sound's first mayor) to D. B. Papineau, Commissioner of Crown Lands, Montreal, written November 28, 1846. It seems to have been given to the mail carrier on his way to St. Vincent, and paid them, for "way" and "prepaid" are written on the front, and the first postmark is ST. VINCENT, U.C., breaking a double circle, with "1 Dec 46" written in. There is also a red straight-line PAID. Other postmarks show it went by way of Barrie and Toronto.

On a letter from Carney to Crown Lands Commissioner J. H. Price, Montreal, written April 18, 1848, there is a small double circle broken by OWENS-SOUND, C.W., in red, with 25 April 1848 written in.

In 1856 Sydenham applied to incorporate as the town of Owen Sound, dropping the "s" after "Owen". The post office then changed its spelling to this form.

Garafraxa Road

April 9, 1847 the Guelph and Galt Advertiser wrote:

"OWEN SOUND AND THE POST OFFICE — We have received a letter from a gentleman residing in the Township of Glenelg, ordering the discontinuance of the paper, in consequence of the roads breaking up, and the utter impossibility of travelling thence to Fergus; and this notwithstanding the expenditure of some £4,000 on that line of road by the Board of Works only last year. Our correspondent adds:

"Your paper rates with general approbation in this neighborhood, and some 15 or 20 persons say they would become subscribers if there were convenient offices at which they could receive them."

"The press has said and done much in bringing before the public the present state of the Post Office, but it might do much more were that branch of our public service in the hands of the provincial authorities; but so long as it is from under our control, little more can be effected than inducing our Provincial Government to use its most strenuous exertions for obtaining possession of the same. —Let roads be opened up (not by grubbing up stumps and leaving swamps and rivers impassable as was done on the Owen Sound Road last year), the land surveyed, and at once opened for sale at a dollar per acre for cash or 6s 3d on a credit of three years, post offices established."

At the southern end of the Garafraxa Road, in Wellington County, Arthur Township had been surveyed in 1841-2. From there south to Fergus it was called the Owen Sound Road. Arthur Town-

---

CANADA
AND B.N.A.

Whether your interest is CANADA and B.N.A. Mint or Used, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, F.D.C. CANCELLATIONS, VARIETIES or nearly any other Specialized Area, you will probably find something that you are looking for in my free 28-page Pricelist and my Bi-Monthly listing of Special Items, Bargains, Specialized Collections and Wholesale Lots at $2.00 a year by Subscription. Why not write today and let me know what your interests are?

L.C.D. Stamp Company
P.O. BOX 4022, STATION C
LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA
R.P.S.C. #9272
Professor Ingvar Lidholm composed music to celebrate the 200th anniversary of the Royal Academy of Music.

Music is no longer completely ruled by the composer. There will be less room for a dominant personality like Beethoven, who was of the opinion that the musicians should follow the notes exactly and not see fit to make their own interpretation. Now it is exactly the opposite.
The musician makes the music. The composer writes down the symbols and the indications but the musician interprets the music as he wishes.
With music from the new age, Ingvar Lidholm also wished to honour the 200th anniversary of the Royal Academy of Music. That was why he wrote a piece of music which in itself is boundless.
But nevertheless immensely small — so small that there is room for it on a normal stamp. And it looks more like a graphic masterpiece than the musical note-system we learned at school. This is an indication of the vitality of the Academy in spite of its

impressing age.
The anniversary stamp — the Royal Academy of Music 200 years — will be issued on the 27th August. It has been drawn by the professor of music, Ingvar Lidholm, and Heinz Gutschmidt has engraved it. Both values — 55 and 85 öre — will be issued in coils, the 55 öre also in a booklet of 10 stamps.

The Post Office issues approximately 30 new stamps every year. And every stamp has its own background story, its own technical features and its own qualities. If you would like to know more about how you can keep in the picture with regard to Swedish stamps, then speak to your stamp dealer or drop a line to the Post Office, Section for Philately PFA, Fack, S-101 10 STOCKHOLM 1, Sweden.

A short story about a new Swedish stamp €
ship was settled first about 1845; from 1846 to 1850 the rest of the road in Grey County. Going up the east side of the road are passed Egremont, Glenelg, Holland, and Sydenham Townships, on the west side Normanby, Bentinck, Sullivan, and Derby Townships.

For those farther south the nearest post office was at Fergus. Then a private messenger from Fergus delivered mail through the district.

On July 20, 1847 the Advertiser quoted its Guelph competitor: 

"The Herald announces on the highest authority, that new post offices are to be immediately established at Arthur, Normandy, Bentinck and Sullivan, on the Owen Sound Road. The same journal adds, that the townships are entirely indebted to Mr. Webster for this great boon."

The Four New Post Offices

Arthur post office was first established at Kenilworth, in lot 18. The Canada Directory of 1851 noted: "The mail stage from Fergus to Owen Sound passes weekly through the village. The post office known as that of Arthur is under Mr. William Gunn, and is at a considerable distance from the village." In 1855 the post office moved south to Arthur village, where Andrew Mitchell took it over in his general store. At the old location the postal designation was changed to North Arthur, two years later to Kenilworth.

David Cochrane kept Normanby post office at the lot 15 sideroad, a mile north of which John Orchard laid out a village in 1858, and named it Orchardville. In 1862 Normanby post office was moved to Orchard. General merchant Thomas Caldwell was postmaster. The 1865-6 Grey County Gazetteer and Directory commented:

"The P.O. authorities have a great horror of unnecessarily long names, and an especial dread of multiplying "villes." It may be stated as an item for the curious there are fewer names of post offices ending in ville now than four years ago. About that time we ran over

---

The Canadian Stamp Dealers' Association

Our members are pledged to deal fairly with philatelists.

We urge you to purchase your stamps and philatelic supplies from dealers displaying the C.S.D.A. symbol.

Please direct enquiries and correspondence to the secretary.

KEN HAIGH
283 LEE AVE.
TORONTO 13, ONTARIO

For A Specialist

We now have one of the largest selections of Errors and Varieties. An accumulation of 35 years — even for advanced specialists.

Many elusive Topicals, Airmails, etc. etc.

Antarcticas  Monaco
Boy Scouts  Olympics
Cambodia  Paintings
Centenary  Exhibitions
Churchill  Red Cross
Dr. Schweitzer  Refugee
Eisenhower  Rotary
Europe  Russia
EXPO '67  Space
France  Spain
Kennedy  Sports
Lanc  U.N.
Lincoln  U.P.U.
Lion  Vietnam

Ask for FREE list. Individual approval selections. Popular prices — Convenient Terms.

S. Serebrakian
Incorporated
P.O. Box 448,
Monroe, N.Y. 10950
THE MEETING PLACE OF ALL SERIOUS B.N.A. COLLECTORS

The British North America Philatelic Society

for information write:

JACK LEVINE
2121 - G. North Hills Drive,
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609
U.S.A.

BRITISH COLONIALS

We hold an extensive stock of British Commonwealth stamps from 1840 to the present New Issues. Every month we issue a list of offers of all classes, with listings by Scott and Stanley Gibbons.

May we place your name on our mailing list?

WANT LISTS — we can usually guarantee a good proportion of your requirements.

NEW ISSUE SERVICE for Mint or Used - shades, perforation changes, Postage Dues and Officials are optional, and, in fact, this Service is adaptable to your own particular requirements.

Ask for free Brochure

E. S. JAMES
RUSTINGTON, SUSSEX, ENGLAND
the post-office list, and found there were 1600 post-offices in Canada; and of these 130 ended in ville! a class of names we took occasion to say, that seemed alarmingly on the increase. At the close of 1864, there were within a dozen of 2100 post-offices, and only 110 villies among them; an actual diminution of the number, which no one will regret.

"It thus happens that though Orchardville is the name of the village, 'Orchard' is the name of the P.O., and is likely soon to supersede the longer name."

Bentinck post office was at the village of Durham. The prime attraction there was the crossing of the Saugeen River, a site for the mills which sprang up soon after its first settlement. The pioneer was Archibald Hunter, who built the first log house in 1842. As settlers began to move northwards to locate on the free grants along the Garafaxa Road between there and Owen Sound, he opened his house as an inn. In 1848 the Crown Lands Office for Grey County was moved from Owen Sound to this place, under George Jackson, to whom is ascribed the giving of its name, from his English birthplace.

Land surveyor Milton C. Schofield was postmaster of Bentinck. In 1857 the post office designation was changed to Durham.

In spite of its name, Sullivan post office was opened by William Buchanan on the Holland Township side of the road, in lot 16. As late as 1865 he was the only bookbinder in Grey County. That year a grist mill was nearly completed a half mile east of the town plot of Williamsford, laid out in 1858 a mile south of Sullivan post office. 1¼ miles upstream on the Sydenham River was a saw mill. In 1886 Williamsford post office replaced Sullivan.

Glenelg Post Office

Mark Appleby opened Glenelg post office in 1853 at the lot 3 sideroad. In 1864 its name was changed to Latona. Meanwhile, three quarters of a mile north, at the township boundary, the community of Griffin's Corners had sprung up. B. Griffin of Durham, kept a tavern and store there for many years. In 1880 general dealer Phillip McIntosh established Dornoch post office there, in the very southeast corner of Sullivan Township. Latona hung on for another eight years, closing in 1888.

At lot 28, three miles north of Mount Forest, Egremont post office was opened in 1855 by David Cochrane. Meanwhile, on the boundary between Wellington and Grey Counties, Mount Forest post office had opened in 1853. Martin's Mills, on the Maitland River a half mile downstream from the Garafaxa Road, had been built in 1850. The Wellington side of the town plot was surveyed and sold in 1854, the Grey side in 1856. The latter year D. Yeomans built a saw mill, followed by a grist mill, and the village was well on its way. Egremont post office closed in 1890.

At the intersection of the Garafaxa Road with the Toronto and Sydenham Road (now Highway 10), Chatsworth post office appeared in 1857, on the boundary between Holland and Sullivan Townships. In 1852, when the latter road was projected, S. H. Breese put up a tavern and general store at the intersection of the roads. At the end of the 1850's the Messrs. Deavitt laid out a village called Johnston, but the postal designation, Chatsworth, won out. By the 1860's there were daily mails running through to and from Owen Sound.

1868 saw Rockford come into being, in lot 7 of Derby Township. The next year Varney appeared, in lot 2, Normandy.

From 1878 to about 1900 there was a post office called Murdock on the Garafaxa Road, in lot 8 of Egremont.

By the 1860's, close to where the Rocky Saugeen River crossed the Garafaxa Road, stood the hotel of John McIlroy, and a store, a branch of Vickers and Johnston, of Owen Sound. A short distance south were McIlroy's Rocky Saugeen flour mills. Archibald McKechnie farmed nearby. Yet, it was not until 1885 that Rocky Saugeen post office was opened. Donald McKechnie kept it in lot 15 of Glenelg Township.
Society Reports

Applicants listed as new members have applied for membership in the Society in accordance with the Constitution, their names are hereby published. If no adverse reports are received within thirty days of publication, they will be admitted to full membership.

(*) Has requested that street address be left out

New Members

9777 Mathur, U.B.L., C/o Mr. B. B. Lal, 4 Sarojini, Naidu Marg, Lucknow UP, India
9778 Weiss, F., 5765 Cote St., Luc Road, Apt. 314, Montreal 254, P.Q.
9779 Chapman, Antony U., Western Reserve Academy, Hudson, Ohio 44236, U.S.A.
9780 Young, Alfred J., Box 25634, Northgate Station, Seattle, Wash. 98125, U.S.A.
9781 Hrabowsky, Ivan, D.D.S., Suite 203, 131 Ontario Street, St. Catharines, Ont.
9782 Marston, Colonel Charles L., 3615 Northwest Boulevard, Spokane, Wash. 99206, U.S.A.
9783 Botta, Leonard E., P.O. Box 1734, Norton APB, Calif. 92409, U.S.A.
9784 Flewelling, Bert, 5445 College Street, Vancouver 18, B.C.
9785 Rice, Jacob, M.D., 8 Abbott Road, Lexington, Mass. 02173, U.S.A.
9786 Weinergarten, Norman P., 78 Shavian Boulevard, London 72, Ontario
9787 Felton, James W., 831 So. Washington Street, Tiffin, Ohio 44883, U.S.A.
9788 McSweeney, Eugene A., Apt. 23, 404 - 5th Street, S., Lethbridge, Alberta
9789 Griswold, Norman E., Apt. 37, 460 Heath Place, Lackawanna, N.J. 07601, U.S.A.
9790 Lloyd, Ronald E., 7446 Tyndale Court, Norfolk, Va. 23505, U.S.A.
9791 Wright, William L., 936 Howe Avenue, Sacramento, Calif. 95822, U.S.A.
9792 Pitt, J. C., Apt. 114, 2665 Warren, Kimberley, B.C.
9793 Coomer, Richard A., 3852 Peter Street, Windsor 10, Ontario
9794 Urdang, Robert, 414 N. Edinburgh Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048, U.S.A.
9795 Arnold, Mrs. Ronald P., 1552 East Badillo Street, Covina, Calif. 91724, U.S.A.
9796 Martino, Richard, 103 Lancaster Avenue, Buffalo, N.Y., 14222, U.S.A.
9797 Richview Library, P.O. Box 501, Etobicoke, Ontario
9798 DiColombo, Joseph, 414 Upper Ottawa, Hamilton 56, Ontario
9799 Middleton, N. W., M.D., 570 Wellington Street, London 12, Ontario
9800 Berlin, Alvin Jordan, 40 Vernon Street, Patchogue, N.Y. 11772, U.S.A.
9801 Jeppsson, Mrs. C. M., 323 Rosemary Road, Toronto 10, Ontario
9802 Smith, George Y., M.D., 183 Woodbridge Road, Butler, Pa. 16001, U.S.A.
9803 Gibbs, George Walter, 85 Fishleigh Drive, Scarborough, Ontario
9804 Hoekendijk, W., Statenhood 35, Twello (Geld), Netherlands, Europe
9805 Svens, Frank, Jr., 87-12 25th Street, Bellerose, N.Y. 11426, U.S.A.
9806 Pyle, Palmer E., 2107 North Rolfe Street, Arlington, Va. 22209, U.S.A.
9807 Jones, John Arnold, P.O. Box 243, Sutton, Quebec.
9808 Fordyce, Bruce A., Apt. 4, 160 East 10th Street, North Vancouver, B.C.
9809 Beagrie, Douglas J., P.O. Box 24, Three Hills, Alberta.
Shen, Mrs. B. E. (nee R. E. Roe), 65 Tenth Street, Apt. 1, Toronto 519, Ontario
Short, Clarence J., 26 East 41st Street, Hamilton 56, Ontario
Siminisky P. E., 6655 - 145 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta
Smith, P. L., 2 Manor Crescent, Trenton, Ontario
Stannard, Blair, 484 Melrose, Montreal 253, P.Q.
Taylor, James L., Box 259, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario
Thomson, R. T., Box 27, Victoria Harbour, Ont.
Watson, W. R., 9 Stubbwood Square, Agincourt, Ontario
Wright, Harry, 121 - 7 Avenue, S.W., Calgary, Alberta
Burrows, Alan G. 568 Soudan Avenue, Toronto 7, Ontario

Chapter Changes
No. 46 Niagara Philatelic Society
C/o D. W. Marshall, Box 828, Niagara Falls, Ont.
No. 48 Kamloops Stamp Club
C/o L. Thon, 2520 Glenview Drive, Kamloops, B.C.
No. 53 St. Catharines Stamp Club
C/o Colin Trumb, R. R. No. 1, Jordan Station, Ontario

Deceased
Mrs. J. Meng, Lumden, Sask.
Harris McLeod, Edmonton, Alta.

HONOUR ROLL
On which Members and/or Chapters are given credit for adding New Members or Chapters to the Society's Membership Roster.
Anderson, W. F., Ottawa (39)
Beasregard, Mrs. M. J., Surrey, B.C.
Bedward, W. L., Detroit
Campbell, J. C., Kelowna, B.C.
Carpenter, J. H., Lethbridge (3)
Choquette, R., Myrskyn Park, Alta.
Christensen, E. J., Edmonton (2)
Clark, Emerson A., Burbank, Calif.
Diespecker, Richard, Winnipeg
Dilworth, H. M., Vancouver
Donnison, L. P., Peterborough
Geldert, Mrs. Phyllis, Ottawa (65)
Giroux, Rene, Donnacona, P.Q.
Gosney, Harold, Willowdale (2)
Greene, V. G., Toronto
Grenville, W. A., Hamilton
Hansen, G. F., 1 Wellington (70)
Harris, E. A., Calgary
Hayes, Walter, CFB, Myrskyn Park, Alta.
Heaps, J. M., Hopkins Landing, B.C.
Hill, Mrs. Frances, Dartmouth (3)
Jarrett, Gordon, Cornwall (3)
Johnstone, R., Lancaster Park, Alta.
Kaminski, Dr. M. A., Scarborough (2)
Kraemer, J. E., Ottawa
Malott, Major R. K., Ottawa
Mangold, Carl, Montreal
Marshall, D. W., Niagara Falls, Ont.
Mason, Robert R., Dorval, P.Q.
Mitchener, R. D., Ottawa
Moase, John D., Toronto
## Chapters
- Brantford Stamp Club, Brantford, Ont.
- East Toronto Stamp Club, Toronto (2)
- Kitchener-Waterloo Philatelic Society, Waterloo, Ontario (2)
- Lakehead Stamp Club, Thunder Bay, Ont.
- Hamilton Philatelic Society, Hamilton
- Barrie District Stamp Club, Barrie, Ont.
- Precambrian Stamp Club, Flin Flon, Man.
- David Thompson Stamp Club, Castlegar, B.C. (2)

## List of Delinquent Members of the R.P.S.C. as of July 1, 1971 (Arranged in Geographical Sequence)

### Newfoundland
- 6014 Hodder, Rev. M. F. St. John's

### Nova Scotia
- 9122 Conroy, Michael Dennis Halifax
- 9252 Manson, Geoffrey Campbell Dartmouth
- 9244 MacLean, Neil Sydney
- 8257 Robertson, T. G. Halifax
- 8746 Stewart, Charles E. Halifax
- 8110 Woodman, Harold L. Kentville

### New Brunswick
- 8886 Drisdelle, Leonard G. Moncton

### Quebec
- 8025 Browning, Wallace C. Ayers Cliff
- 9112 Lucy, Mrs. Gilberte Pointe Claire
- 9167 Duvernay, R. O. Longueuil
- 9131 Francœur, Francois Haurteurie, Saguenay Co.
- 909059 Kalman, Maxwell M. Westmont
- 9631 Mason, Clifford W. Chelsea, Quebec
- 8818 Pirozynski, Dr. W. J. Montreal
- 9184 Shulman, Morton P. Montreal

### Ontario
- 9092 Parro, James A. CD Barrie
- 3791 Greenwood, W. A. Bolton
- 5026 Toner, G. C. Chesley
- 6239 Swain, G. S. Clarkson
- 9623 Chabot, Mrs. Rita Hamilton
- 6470 Janiuk, P. Kingston
- 8707 Ashton, Stanley G. London
- 7706 Somerville, F. Lind Niagara Falls
- 7994 Bauer, W. E. Ottawa
- 9049 Boles, Harry A. Ottawa
- 8500 Morel, P. L. Ottawa
- 8970 Nielsen, Peter Ottawa
- 9797 Yendall, Eric P. Ottawa
- 8574 Dobson, E. B. Petrolia
- 9014 Miller, Stanley Port Credit
- 8296 Reed, J. Douglas Sault Ste. Marie
- 5150 Stratten, John H. Stratford
- 8354 Martin, Ovila Sudbury
- 9144 Heucher, Lester H. Thornhill
- 7583 Mummich, Kathleen Thornhill
- 9097 Aubry, Nelson Thunder Bay

### Toronto
- 5530 Alexandre, A. R. Toronto
- 6142 Apple, B. Nixon Toronto
- 8476 Beatty, Richard H. Toronto
- 8021 Bishop, A. E. Toronto
- 8574 Murray, E. R. Toronto
- 6291 Rose, Ronald E. Toronto
- 6574 Smith, Frank Toronto

### Manitoba
- 8387 Fourie, Robert G. Winnipeg
- 3748 Jackson, R. J. Dauphin
- 8966 Selles, F. P. Winnipeg
- 8351 Smith, Raymond N. Winnipeg

### Saskatchewan
- 9453 Alexander Ray Moose Jaw
- 9945 Bernston, Ronald N. Regina
- 8770 Martin, William H. Regina
- 9196 Olbrich, Heinz Moose Jaw
- 9341 Toth, Ernest S. Yorkton

### Alberta
- 9350 Exchange International Edmonton
- 9269 Kohalyek, Anton Grande Prairie
- 8013 Loecher, Gary Edmonton
- 8527 Pierce, Clarence H. Edmonton
- 8166 Wheater, A. R. Edmonton
- 9271 Wright, Alan A. Grande Prairie

### British Columbia
- 6770 Gordon, Miss J. M. Victoria
- 9042 Keith, Alfred H. Prince George
- 9222 Nicol, D. J. New Westminster
- 9808 Stocks, Ronald K. Victoria

### United States of America
- 8936 Adams, Robert G. Levittown, N.Y.
- 7719 Albrecht, Carl W. Columbus, Ohio
- 8902 Anderson, Elmer E. Potsdam, N.Y.
- 9154 Beek, Armin Brooklyn, N.Y.
- 9226 Case, Donald S. Birmingham, Mich.
- 9290 Cururullo, Oscar, Jr. Mayaguez, Puerto Rico
- 8173 Edwards, Felix Z., III New York, N.Y.
- 4782 Funk, Boyd D.P. Tiffin, Ohio
- 9357 Grandstaff, Danny G. Zanesville, Ohio
- 7818 Hale, Warren F. Fryeburg, Maine
- 8677 Harker, Mrs. Margaret E. Rocks Beach, Fla.
- 8263 Hogbin, James D. Fullerton, Calif.
- 9101 Lingham, Frederick C. Norfolk, Va.
- 8762 Newby, Donald E. Overland Park, Kansas
- 9215 Newman, Howard A. Rowayton, Conn.
- 8355 Shapiro, David L. Union City, N.J.
- 9556 Shapiro, Mel. Bethpage, N.Y.
- 9011 Stein, Miss Linnea Itzara, N.Y.
- 9463 Tampion, Mrs. Charles O. Hendersonville, N.C.
- 9316 Thorne, Richard Silver Spring, Md.
- 8062 Trleml, Kenneth Tucson, Arizona

### Other Countries
- 8720 Freestone, David John Klang, Selangor, Malaysia
- 8442 Jansson, Nils Gustaf Malmo S., Sweden
- 8037 Kruger, Ernest CF PO 5009

### Chapter Outstanding
- 52 Vancouver Island Philatelic Society
  C/o Miss J. M. Gordon, 2849 Burdeek Avenue, Victoria, B.C.
**CLASSIFIED**

Rates—5 cents per word. Minimum charge of $1.00 for each insertion. Please indicate what heading ad to go under.

- **PAYABLE**
- **CASH IN ADVANCE**

**FOR SALE:** One only matched set corner blocks 1967 precancelled .02 $50.00. Also UL, UR, LL corners at $12.50. Singles $2.25 ARCAND, 1610 Ernest Lapointe, app. #4, Quebec 3, P.Q.

**WANTED:** Canadian tagged stamps especially 341-T, E86TB, E86TDa, Tagged F.D.C. and errors. Others also wanted. Have some for sale. ARCAND, 1610 Ernest Lapointe, app. #4, Quebec 3, P.Q.

**CANADA** and Commonwealth for study and spaces. Approvals, most at 20% to 40% catalog. Satisfaction assured. Older issues our specialty. T. G. Ballantyne, 68 Hillside Drive, Toronto 355.

**WORLDWIDE PHILATELIC PUBLICATIONS!** England, Australia, India. New Zealand, Etc., Free Subscription Price List. BEDARD PUBLICATIONS, Box 5215-W, Detroit, Michigan, 48236.

**CANADIAN PERFORATED 4 and 5 hole O.H.M.S.'s. Seldom seen or advertised, no Canadian collection is complete without them. "Special get acquainted offer" $35.00 retail (Lyman's BNA retail catalogue) plus Lyman's catalogue for only $15.00. A great addition and investment to your collection. Satisfaction guaranteed. Will buy, trade any O.H.M.S.'s, BNA Service your mint and used Canadian, Newfoundland, F.D.C.'s, First Flight want lists. Better Stamps, 1005 Strathmore, Windsor 10, Ontario, Canada.

**NEW ISSUE & WANT LIST SERVICE—** lowest prices — Canada (including F.D. covers), Bermuda, Australia, Antarctic, Cocos, Nauru, N.Z., Niue, Tokelau, Commonwealth, U.N., Rhodesia. E. Brakefield-Moore, 4705 William Head Rd., R.R. 1, Victoria, B.C.

**BRITISH COLONIAL APPROVALS!** Want-List filled! Albums and Accessories at Discount Prices! F.D.C.'s! Society Number, please! Colonial Stamp Company, Box 35, Thornhill, Ontario.

**FROM AUSTRALIA:** Quality Postal Bid Sales offering approx. 1500 lots monthly. Catalogue airmailed free on request, or send $3.25 for a year's subs. P. Fazackerley, GPO Box 1269L, ADELAIDE, Sth. Australia, 5001.

**FRANCE PAINTINGS** on FDC's and on Maximum Cards. Almost all items from 1961 to 1971. Price list free. Mrs. Alicja Gryzowski, Box 20369, Indianapolis, Indiana 46220. USA.

**STAMPS.** Send me 200 different of Canada, I send you 250 different of the Netherlands. W. Hockendijk, Statenhoed 35, Twello (Geld.) Netherlands.

**TO BUY CANADA 4 ring & 2 ring numerals on cover. What have you?** R. L. Kisch, 521 F.D.R. Drive, N.Y., N.Y. 10002.

**LOWER PRICES** on Canada mint singles, plate blocks, Rosecraft First Day Covers. New Issue Service, information, price list of older issues. Alfred Nowlan, Box 358c, New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, Canada.

**CANADA POSTAGE PAID—PORT PAYE** Learn simplified method—how to identify valuable stampless. 72 page illustrated Checklist by Wm. Pekonen. Remit $2.00. Satisfaction guaranteed or full cash refund. Write today. Will's Books, Box 7, Surrey, B.C., Canada.

**WANTED CANADIAN REVENUES:** stamps, perfins, tobaccos etc. Also worldwide revenues. E. van Dam, dept. P., 1274 Royal Drive, Peterboro. Ont.

**CANADA FDC'S,** engraved cachet, unaddressed, #417-429a Flowers (14) $9.00 set. #411 Export $7.50 each. #454-58 Centennial on 1 cover $1.25 each. #454-63 on 3 covers $4.25. #454-65 complete on 4 covers $9.00. Also Mint and Used Canada, Plate blocks, Tagged etc. Covers back to #398. Send Want List. Leslie Radford, Box 3682 Station "B", Calgary 41, Alta.

**BRITISH COLONIALS—** Selling some of my personal collections as a country or sets. Also Foreign such as Austria, Sweden, Switzerland, Israel, Finland etc. Request what countries interested in. Leslie Radford, Box 3682 Station "B", Calgary 41, Alta.
ROMANO HOUSE

The home of Stanley Gibbons Specialist & Rare Stamp Department, where visitors call in to discuss their collections in elegant surroundings. Expert staff are always on hand to give advice on philatelic problems, to help you build your collection up to exhibition standard or advise on its disposal.

Write to them — they’ll be delighted to hear from you.

SINGLE STAMPS, MULTIPLES, SPECIALIST MATERIAL, COVERS, COLLECTIONS & EXPERT ADVICE are all available to personal callers at: Romana House, 399 Strand, London, W.C.2., England.

All correspondence should be addressed to:

Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
Specialist & Rare Stamp Department,
391 STRAND  LONDON WC2R OLX  ENGLAND

B.N.A.P.S. HANDBOOKS

ESSAYS & PROOFS of B.N.A. (E.P. Scyt) .................................................. $15.00
CANADA & NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL STATIONERY (1971)
by J. F. WEBB. Catalogue and price list .......................... $3.00
CANADA PRECANCEL CATALOGUE (1968) ......................... $2.25
FIRST DECIMAL ISSUE OF CANADA (Whitworth) ........... $6.00
CANADIAN STAMPS WITH PERFORATED INITIALS ......... $1.50
PLATE VARIETIES — SMALL QUEENS (Reiche) .............. $1.25
CANADIAN ROLLER CANCELLATIONS (Smythies) ........... $2.00
SQUARED CIRCLE POSTMARKS (Whitehead) ................. $2.00
ADMIRAL STAMPS of 1911 to 1925 (Reiche) ................. $5.00
" " PART II (1970) ...................................................... $2.00
TRANSPORTATION POSTMARKS (Shaw) ...................... $5.00
Supplement (1970) (Shaw) ........................................ $1.50
BOOKLETS OF THE ADMIRAL ISSUE (Marler) ............... $3.00

The above books are obtainable, postpaid, at the prices noted from

R. J. Woolley, Apt. 206, 1520 Bathurst St.,
TORONTO 349, ONT.
Dear Sir,

Your editorial in the May-June issue of The Canadian Philatelist, on the high cost of stamp catalogues in Canada, is indeed a timely one. However, the examples you give show that Michael Millar’s comments hit the mark and that these high prices are due to flagrant profiteering by the wholesaler (dealer?).

Quoting from your examples, an item which the wholesaler buys at $2.49 is sold to the customer at $4.98, one which he buys at $2.13 is sold at $4.26. This, of course, represents a 100% mark-up by the wholesaler (not the 50% you state) and accounts for the exhorbitant prices for these catalogues in Canada. A more realistic mark-up would be 50%, in which case the retail price would be almost the same as that in the U.S.A.

Although I agree that the Federal Sales Tax should be removed on this class of goods, as the catalogues are works of reference, I fear that representations to the Department of Finance will receive little sympathy when wholesalers (dealers) have such a large profit margin.

G. J. Cook,
Member No. 9677

Perhaps giving it prominence somewhat similar to that of your “Chapter Meetings” section would promote acknowledgement of this as an accepted guide to scheduling in the future.

Confident that you and the Executive of R.P.S.C. recognize the problem and trusting that the foregoing, and the enclosures, may indicate further the desirability of early implementation of measures to meet it, I am,

M. T. Montgomery, RPSC #6109
Secretary, Hamilton Philatelic Society

East Toronto Stamp Club,

At our Executive meeting last night, we were advised that East Toronto Stamp Club has scheduled an Exhibition and Bourse for November 4, 5 and 6, next.

Hamilton Philatelic Society held our “Fall Show” (Exhibition, Auction and Bourse) on the second week-end in November for a number of years. About five years ago we changed to the first weekend to provide London Stamp Club an open date a week later for special reasons. We have continued on the first weekend ever since.

As we received confirmation of our space reservation for November 5 and 6, 1971 on December 1st, 1970, we have made personnel and other arrangements and feel compelled to proceed accordingly.

I am instructed to extend our regret regarding the conflict in dates and express our hope that there will be no significantly adverse effect on either of our ventures.

Dear Sir:

Our President and R.P.S.C. Representative, Mr. Arthur E. Trebilcock (#8486) has asked me to forward to you copies of our letter to the East Toronto Stamp Club and of their reply.

Arising from our discussion thereof, I am to suggest, for your consideration, that your column “Coming Events” (page 176, July-August) be developed into a page or section as an “EXHIBITION REGISTRY”.

BRITISH COLONIES
W.W. II censor covers
Aden to Zanzibar
Over 5,000 in stock. Airmail letter sheets mint & used. Approvals on request.

Manfred Walther
P.O. BOX 250 WEST HILL, ONT. CANADA
CSDA GPS RPSC
We feel there is an urgent need for some booking registry in central Ontario to assist in arranging that philatelic exhibitions can be scheduled to avoid future conflict of dates within a reasonable radius — say 100 miles.

We would appreciate your views on this and any suggestions for implementing such arrangement.

Hamilton Philatelic Society,  
Chapter 51  
* * * *

Hamilton Philatelic Society,

Thank you for your letter of July 6th written on behalf of the Executive of your Hamilton Philatelic Society informing me of the unfortunate and unexpected news that our East Toronto Stamp Club Exhibition has been scheduled for the same dates as that of your club exhibition. While our plans for our exhibition are now too far advanced to make a change at this late date and as we shall not likely have a further executive meeting until late August when your letter can be discussed, I did feel I should write you a personal letter of explanation at this time.

For the past four years our exhibitions have always been held during the last week in October, however as this always seemed to conflict with Halloween and the fact that the Shopping Plaza where we hold our exhibition always seemed to have several children's parties planned in the auditorium which required the use of all chairs and tables, making them unavailable for our dealer's bourse, we decided to make a change this year. At first we had planned to stage it the previous week Oct. 21st to 23rd until we learned that the German Canadian Harmony Club had scheduled their "Harmonex 71" as host club for the German Philatelic Society Exhibition & Convention on the weekend prior to that. We felt it would be senseless to have two stamp exhibitions here in Toronto on successive weekends. It would have been especially awkward since the Harmony club are going to rent our stands and frames. It was then that we decided to
put it back a further week to Nov. 4 to 6th totally unaware that your exhibition was scheduled for two of those days. I can assure you that had we known sooner we would not have allowed this to happen, and would have picked other dates for our show. You can be sure that this will not be allowed to happen again. As plans for both our exhibitions are now too far advanced to make a change now we can only hope that the conflicting dates will not too adversely affect attendance at both our exhibitions.

I am quite sure that our club executive would agree with yours in that there should be some kind of Club exhibition registry set up to record dates of planned exhibitions of the various stamp clubs in Ontario to assure that two within a reasonable area are not planned for the same dates. It is often not until a week or two before an exhibition that we receive notice of it so that makes it very difficult to know in advance just what exhibitions are being planned. The Canadian Philatelist is not always an accurate guide as often many Chapters do not always send in notices of their exhibitions for listing. Also many clubs seem quite lax in notifying other nearby clubs that they are staging a stamp exhibition. I am sure that it would be to the interest of both clubs and collectors themselves if a more accurate listing could be made of forthcoming exhibitions as soon as dates have been set by the sponsoring club. Our club would be only too happy to join in such a venture in any way we can. As most stamp clubs are chapters of the R.P.S.C. I think that organization could lead the way in such a venture.

With my apologies on behalf of our East Toronto Stamp Club for the unfortunate conflict of dates which I think you will now understand was very unintentional.

East Toronto Stamp Club, Chapter 12.

* * * *

EDITOR'S NOTE:
"Coming Events" was designed to eliminate the problem you are experiencing but like all such services, it is at the mercy of the people who supply the information!

The Canadian Philatelist is happy to list forthcoming functions and to answer queries regarding the availability of dates. Of course the R.P.S.C. could not accept responsibility for a clash of dates where one party had failed to notify us. If all the clubs will co-operate and notify us well in advance there should be no problem.

Kenneth Rowe

---

IDEAL FOR SALES BOOKS.

RUBBER STAMPS

 Lentz # 9129

SC $1.75 postpaid

C. M. Lentz, P.O. Box 402,
Youngstown, O. 44501
Serving Collectors since 1936

---

BUYING CANADA!

I WILL PURCHASE
CANADIAN STAMPS,
SINGLES, COLLECTIONS,
WHOLESALE LOTS, ETC.

Immediate cash available
Your offers are welcome

LEO SCARLET

342 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017
PHILATOKYO

The Organisers made a remarkable first effort in presenting their first international exhibition. The show was sponsored by the Ministry of Postal Telecommunications and entrance was free but judging by the queues to buy the exhibition stamps, the Ministry must have made a handsome profit.

The handsome catalogue was bi-lingual, the second language usually being European and the introductory articles would interest many philatelic readers as they not only dealt with various aspects of the postal history and postage stamps of Japan, but also of Great Britain.

The Court of Honour was graced by three frames from the collection of Her Majesty, the first showing proofs made in the course of production of the first stamps in 1840 and some fine mint multiples of both issued values. The second frame contained a selection of those "pence" Ceylon which were on sale in 1871 and artists' sketches for the 1933 and 1941 issues. The third frame was on similar lines for Hong Kong.

Among the other Court of Honour exhibits was Prince Rainier's collection of Monaco, the Swiss collection shown by P.T.T. Switzerland (this included a mint marginal block of eight of the Basle Dove proof, as well as mint and used pairs of the issued stamp, a mint block of six of the small eagle of Geneva and a COMPLETE SHEET of the large eagle), part of the Tracey Woodward collection of Japan which was shown by the Smithsonian Institution of Washington, Dr. Ichida's Japan, the Tomasini Naples and Corsini Sicily, Max Guggenheim's Great Britain Kanai's fantastic Mauritius which included both 1d and 2d Post Office as well as a 2d on piece, Bill Purves' Postal History of Victoria, Schilling's remarkable U.S.A., Jaeger's Baden, Bjaringer and Douglas's Sweden (there was a splendid cover to N.S.W. bearing to 6sk.bco and five 24sk.bco), The Branz Marshall and Mariana Islands, Portman's Switzerland, George Turner's Stamp Collectors on Stamps and Maurice Dosda French Classics.

In the Official Class there were some exceptional exhibits and we were attracted by Takaharu Mitsui's Thurn and Taxis, Laszlo Steiner's Hungary, George Lindberg's Lithuania, John Gartner's Western Australia and Fiji, Jim Sisson's Prince Edward Island, Bob Holmes' Transvaal, R. P. Alexander's Japanese village cancellations and Robert Spaulding's Foreign Post Offices in Japan.

The Class of Honour had the wonderful Japanese collections shown by Kin-ichi Yamamoto and Hiruyuki Kanai. The exhibits so far mentioned filled 280 frames.

The Competitive class filled a further 568 frames of Japan and the Japanese political area, most shown by residents in Japan. Among the exhibits from the United Kingdom were Dr. and Mrs. John D. Riddell's collection of the Japanese Post Offices in China and Raife Wellsted's Trans-Pacific Mail.

Three auctions of Japanese stamps were held during the Exhibition. The procedure was strange to Western eyes. The American auctioneer described the lot briefly and the Japanese hammer man orated at some length. The bidding started low and seemed to progress by 100 yen up to 10,000 and by 500 yen from thereon. When the bidding on one lot was at 7,000 an Englishman bid 50,000. Three times he did this and three times did the local competition
protest. At last they shut him up by bidding in Japanese only but he battled on without knowing what he had paid. With 900 lots to sell in a day and the average rate of selling being 1 to 1 and a half minutes the enthusiasts prepared for a late sitting. Anything just out of the ordinary (a pair, a cover) sold very well but it appeared to us that a normal stamp did not sell.

PHILATOKYO was a brave effort. Our disappointment lay in missing the attendance of so many folk from other parts of Asia, Hong Kong, Bangkok, Singapore etc. and it appeared as if there were more visitors from England than anywhere else whether this was lack of publicity in some parts or not is impossible for us to say.

R.L.

* * * * *

CANPEX 72

CANADIAN OFFICIALS
We have for sale official perf. 5 holes, used singles, a few blocks. In the perf. 4 holes, used singles, and some blocks, mint, singles, blocks as well as some plate blocks, those are scarce.

In the overprinted, used singles some blocks, in mint, singles, blocks. We can supply most any plate block 01 to 045.

In the others we offer:
046-49 mint singles $1.50 in mint blocks $6.00 blanks also available
050 10c. Eskimo mint singles .25 blocks 1.00 plate blocks each 7.00
051 20 Paper mint singles 5.00 blocks 20.00 blanks each 30.00
052 50 Textile mint singles 2.00 blocks 8.00 Plate 1 each 12.00
Used 050-52 3 val. $2.00.
051 and 052 in plate 2 write for price or send want list.
Other Canadian mint and used
George V and to date
Plate blocks 249 and up.

A. E. KREGER,
RR. #1 Rainy River, Ont., Canada

CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN

Hon. Secretary:
DR. C. W. HOLLINGSWORTH,
17 Mellish Road, Walsall, Staffs., England

FOR ALL ASPECTS OF B.N.A.
PHILATELY -- £1-10-0 PER YEAR,
‘MAPLE LEAVES’ PUBLISHED
SIX TIMES PER YEAR.

WRITE FOR SPECIMEN COPY
This year for the first time the Germany Philatelic Society, Chapter 94 will hold its 22nd annual Convention and Exhibition in Toronto, Canada. It will be known as Harmonex 71.

The event will take place on October 15, 16 and 17 at the German-Canadian Club Harmonie, 410 Sherbourne street, under the distinguished patronage of the Right Honourable Roland Michener, C.C., C.D., Governor General of Canada.

Hosts for the convention will be the Harmonie Stamp Club of Toronto, which is affiliated with both the Germany Philatelic Society and the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada.

Competing for gold medals, trophies and other awards will be 4100 pages of entries from Canada, the United States and Germany.

There will be 12 international award winning collections in the Court of Honour. These include a unique collection of Newfoundland airmails which was shown to Queen Elizabeth in personal audience at Buckingham Palace.

Others are: German Colonies, Thurn & Taxis, Danzig, German Empire, Local issues of Grossraeschen, Inflation Period, Sardinia, Shanghai, Canada 19th Century, Safad, and Tristan de Cuhna.

Participating in the event will be the Post Office Departments of Canada, the United States and the United Nations. Many rare Canadian postage stamps will be shown in a Canadian Government exhibit, including the famous "Seaway Invert".

A special commemorative ring cancellation and a slogan cancellation will be provided.

Judges for the exhibition will be Herbert Bloch of New York, Leslie Daven-

---

**EARLY CANADA TO DATE;**

Plus U.S.; Plus British West Indies; foreign including complete sets.

Catalogue value over $10.00.

Plus illustrated catalogue Canada & Newfoundland.

Genuine bargain at only $2.00.

**W. N. AFFLECK**

163 Alexandra Street

OSHAWA, ONT., CANADA
Coming Events

SEPT. 18 — Ontario Postal History Seminar Middlesex County Building, London. Stan Shantz, Box 40, Hyde Park, Ont.

OCTOBER 2 & 3—Saskatoon Stamp Club Exhibition, Sheraton Cavalier, Saskatoon, Sask.


NOV. 4 - 6— East Toronto Stamp Club Annual Exhibition & Bourse at the Thorncliffe Park Market Place, Ovellea Blvd., Toronto. Secretary: Raymond Reakes, 188 Woodmount Ave., Toronto 13, Ontario.

NOVEMBER 6 to 14, 1971. Third Inter-American Philatelic Exhibition (EX-FILIMA '71) under patronage of Inter-American Philatelic Federation (F.I.A.F.) at Lima, Peru. Commissioner, Mrs. G. M. Geldert, Apartment 1510, Island Park Towers, 195 Clearview Avenue, Ottawa 3, Canada.

1972. JULY 6, 7 and 8 — CANPEX '72. The Annual Convention of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada, Chateau Lacombe, Edmonton, Alberta. Contact Mr. E. S. Bishop, Box 399, Edmonton, Alberta.


1978. TORONTO INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

BRITISH PACIFIC AREA
- Approvals
- Price Lists
- Want List Service

We also pay top prices for British Pacific collections and accumulations

JOHN SCHERBER
Daisy Hill Farm
Emerald, Wisconsin 54012
RPSC 9899 APS 54281

1971 LYMAN'S — AN INCREDIBLE 3,719 SERIOUS PRICE CHANGES

AGAIN—The largest issue printed to date; four extra pages; the most substantial printing ever made; a wider price spread for the better stamps of B.N.A. and Price still only—.75c.

First class mail $1.00 per copy.

Sold Coast to Coast in Canada. Buy from your dealer or from us.

B.N.A. bought for cash — B.N.A. want lists filled

ROBERT W. LYMAN (CANADA) COMPANY
BOX 23 — RP STATION D, TORONTO 165, ONTARIO, CANADA
RE V I E W S

Fundamentals of Philately,
By L. N. and M. Williams.

642 pages, plus 30-page index compiled by James Negus. Published by The American Philatelic Society, P.O. Box 800, State College, Pa. 16801. $20, Postpaid ($16 to A.P.S. members).

Over a period of ten years, beginning with the April 1954 issue of “The American Philatelist,” “Fundamentals of Philately” was a principal feature of the society’s monthly journal.

During the intervening years, portions of the study have been published, Section 1 in 1958 (with a second edition in 1960); Section 2 in 1960; Section 3 in 1964; Section 5 in 1968. Each section sold well, and now, seventeen years after its first chapter made its appearance in “The American Philatelist”, the hard-bound 630-page book is available, plus a monumental 30-page index compiled by James Negus, resulting in thousands of listings arranged in 3-column pages.

1. Philatelic Trends, an “outline of some of the interests that from time to time have engaged the attention of the evergrowing numbers of people who are termed and term themselves philatelists.” Historical early developments - the album, the perforation gauge and other paraphernalia, are discussed, a 4-page compendium of collecting interests being included.

2. Aims of Collecting, provides scholarly answers to the question “What do I wish to achieve with my collection” a discourse on collecting in general, specialization and other goals.

3. Paper, providing a thorough insight into the various papers used for postage stamps, and their manufacture, including a glossary and description of the types of paper on which stamps appear.

4. Watermarks, a description of all kinds of watermarks, thoroughly illustrated; and how they are produced, with a descriptive glossary.

5. Stamp Design, again a scholarly discourse on a subject that has been uppermost in the minds of collectors, what with proliferation of stamp issuances.

6. From Design to Issued Sheets, a discerning look at techniques that create the stamp from the artist’s conception.

The sections beginning with Chapter 7 and continuing through Chapter 12, deal with printing methods — the problems and varieties, characteristics; intaglio printing—line-engraving and gravure; planographic, embossing and relief printing. These chapters, possibly, are the most extensive study of the subject in existence, each chapter including a complete glossary of terms and varieties.

The closing chapters of the book are devoted to three subjects with which too few collectors are concerned: Inks and Color, Gum, and Separation. All three delve deeply into the respective subjects, and in less than technical verbiage.

One can judge from these brief references, that “Fundamentals of Philately is a thorough, permanent reference. Its data-packed pages are not likely to be supplanted. New techniques may develop that may require—in the years to come—supplements, but this volume will stand for all time, as a ready reference to every stamp collector, young or old; beginner or expert.

D. L.

PAY 5c. OVER FACE VALUE
for your
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
SETS
Send 25c. for details and
10 Cayman Isl. Is.

STODDART
Box 177, Belleview, Fla.
32620, U.S.A.

“Canadian Funds Accepted at Par”
CANADA PART PERFORATES by Robert A. Lewis. Price $2.00 from R. A. Lewis, 2298 Yolanda Drive, OAKVILLE, Ontario.

This small clearly printed booklet has attempted to bring together a comprehensive list of all partially perforated (straight edged) stamps issued by the Canada Post Office in that form. This initial listing takes up 15 pages and lists 178 design different stamps which can be found in as many as eight different part perforated combinations each. When one considers that coils are not included in this number it is apparent that the scope of this previously neglected field is very wide and Mr. Lewis is to be congratulated on a worthwhile addition to the Canadian collectors library.

K.R.

Canada’s Registry System: 1827-1911 by Horace W. Harrison, Price $7.50. Obtainable from Executive Secretary, American Philatelic Society, P.O. Box 800, State College, Pa 16801, U.S.A.

R.P.S.C. member Horace Harrison has produced a comprehensive study of the Canadian Registry system which will serve as the definitive work on the subject for some time. Commencing with the Money Letters and covering the period of use of the Registered Letter Stamp it also includes studies of the registration rates in use during the period and R.P.O. registration markings. Like all initial publications there are one or two omissions but these are minor and add fun to the chase. A most useful reference book and well worth the price asked. A.P.S. members can get a 20% discount and at that price it is a bargain.

K.R.

PEKONEN’S REGISTER OF CANADA POSTAGE PAID OFFICIAL STAMPLESS

In 1969, when William Pekonen brought out his fine “Checklist of Official Stampless Covers since 1963”, he must have realized that this rapidly changing phase of collecting required constant updating so, in his wisdom, he decided to issue quarterly supplements. These are in the form of mimeo sheets and fit the standard loose leaf binder. The information contained therein is an extension of the handbook and includes items supplied by fellow collectors. It is, without doubt, the authoritative work on this subject today.

Available from Will’s Bookshop Ltd., P.O. Box 7, Surrey, B.C. Canada. Handbook and Checklist @ 2.00; Quarterly Supplements @ $5.00 per year. May be purchased separately.

F.G.S.

BOOKS ON BRITISH AND IRISH EMBOSS REVENUES

Volume 2 of “The Stamp Duty of Great Britain and Ireland”, by Dr. Samuel B. Frank and Josef Schonfeld has now been published. To accompany volume 1 (British “general” embossed revenue dies), it completes in 147 pages the listing of all known “special” embossed revenue dies used from 1694 to the present. Illustrations are given of all die designs and dates of registration and defacement where known.

Volume 2 can be obtained from Dr. Frank at 3 Fairway Drive, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 U.S. for $8.00 (£3.35) postpaid. Copies of volume 1 are also available for $9.00 (£3.75). Volume 3 containing all the Irish dies will appear later.

Collaborators in this effort are William Barber of Stamford, Conn. and Marcus Samuel of London, England.

K.R.

USED
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
AND BNA
MY SPECIALTY
New Issue Service
Approvals Available
Want Lists Welcome

Alan G. Burrows
Box 519, Station "K"
TORONTO, 12
THE NEW POSTCODE
By W. PEKONEN

POSTCODE will soon be part of each person’s address in Canada. The POSTCODE is a group of six characters composed of two sets separated by a space. The form is ANA NAN with the letter “A” indicating a letter of the alphabet and the letter “N” indicating a number.

The first three characters represent an area (roughly the size of 25 letter carrier routes). This group is called the Area Designator.

The second group is the local designator which could indicate one side of a city block, an apartment building, a large concern which does considerable business with the post office, or service from a local post office or postal station (rural route, post office box, general delivery). Each address will be permanent as to location.

Ottawa has been chosen as the first city in Canada for a one year trial experiment. After the “bugs” are ironed out, the plan will be implemented across Canada. Address directories will be issued as each area is drawn into the plan.

The plan is based primarily upon a November 1969 report by a firm of management consultants. It has some similarities to the British plan.

The purpose of the code is to mechanize the sorting of mail. The plan is to obtain manually operated coding desks which will imprint a machine readable bar-code on the front of envelopes. Other machines will be obtained which will be capable of reading the bar-code and sorting the mail to something over 100 separations.

There are several disturbing recommendations in the consultants’ report. On page 42, it suggests that the postal code could be used for accurate market research studies and for statistical purposes. It suggests further (in a direct quote)

“We would not dismiss the possibility of the Post Office Department eventually extending its range of services to include a direct mailing service for customers, e.g., the preparation and sale of mailing lists.” How do you like those apples??

A copy of the “Ottawa” booklet and additional Postal Code information is available from “Postal Code, Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5KO”.

What can we expect in the near future? Keep your eyes on the mail out of Ottawa. In particular, keep your eyes on the Canadian Official Postage Paid Stampless Covers. Watch for use of the POSTCODE as part of both the delivery and return address. Watch for machine imprints of the bar-code on the front of the envelope.

The earliest reported date of use of the POSTCODE on a return address by a government department is March 16th 1971. Do you have any earlier dates? Who will be the first to report a bar-code imprint? These will be first-day covers of a different sort—and will surely be desired as an item in any Canadian collection. They will rank in importance with squared circles, numeral circles, R.P.O.’s and all such other collecting interests. It is interesting to speculate whether or not each post office will have a distinct “postcode” and if so, will it form part of the cancellation mark? This would open up another avenue of collecting!

Regardless — the Canadian Official Stampless Covers will offer some clues as to the future.

This writer invites correspondence showing dates of earliest usage. Write to P.O. Box 1175, Postal Station ‘A’, Surrey, B.C.
OUR FALL AUCTION

IS ON

OCTOBER 13th & 14th

Are You On
Our Mailing List?

Catalogues & Prices Realized Only

$5.00 for Two Years -- $10.00
By Airmail

R. MARESCH & SON

PHONE 363-7777
DEALERS IN RARE STAMPS SINCE 1924

8 Temperance St., Toronto 1, Ont.
J. N. SISSONS LIMITED

AUCTIONS

October 6th    Canada Airmails
the property of John C. Cornelius
This collection includes all the rare Pioneer Flights,
early cover Flights, Semi-Official Airmails
including mint singles and covers of the Toronto to Hamilton
and London to London flights

November 17-18
Canada Large Queens
the property of L. Gerald Firth
The finest collection of the first Dominion issue ever formed,
including mint and used ½c. watermarked, blocks 1c. Orange.
2c. Laid Paper, mint and used blocks, covers and proofs

Profusely Illustrated Catalogs $1 each

SUBSCRIPTION TO CATALOGS & PRICES REALIZED
FOR ALL 1971-72 SALES $5

Suite 27    King Edward Hotel
Office Mezzanine
37 King Street East    Toronto 1, Canada
CABLES: SISTAMP, TORONTO
PHONE (416) 364-6003